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Being

makes yon Think

If"Senior Moments" gets you to smile or nou? ... .;n it 's good.
Creating is stimulating. Getting a new Idea turns us on. Al1
I have to do is direct my attention to creating, and I produce.
I always carry a pencil and paper with me wherever I go.
In a fleeting second I could look at an existing product, and
my mind turns to constructive change. Just for the fun and
novelty. I usually come up with something new. It does not
have to be practical. Let the innovative master minds develop
it further.
It pleases me, and it could please you very easily.

I know that there is some merit to my thousands of Original
Ideas. Those who are gifted with their hands and inventive
can carry the ideas forward.
Those who·are handicapped, in a nursing home, confined to
their homes -- or have idle time - are now able to use their
minds in a different way. Just by thinking novelty. Look at
magazine and newspaper ads. Check your car over. Check
out a new room as you enter. One after another. Surely you
can think of a new slant, write it down, collect them. It will
occupy you mind and bring you comfort.
These ideas are all new to me, and there was never my intent
to use someone else' s creations. So use them if you wish,
they are Free from me to you. But if you want to produce
any one or more of them, please go thru the proper procedure
to achieve them as your own.
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Rim of car wheel should be able to keep car steady, if flat, keep going a bit
Two people carry plastic bench to seat on, watching pro golf.
Senior going for a walk at night, his flashlight carries a beam to ring door bel@
Map of the U.S. on table pad for kids.
Before you buy a new car, go at high speed to see if no flats or wavering.
Sleep is critical for a stable mind.
If headaches, try rushing blood from the heart to the brain. Bio-feedback.
A large ladies ring which opens to see a pearl inside.
Wear gloves to bed. Relaxing, warming.
Illegals should not be given welfare, or their children allowed in public schools.
Girdle for fat men, also fits around chest.
Looking into a mirror for a minute or two, can bring a happy smile.
A bad day into a good day. Only you know this can happen.
A helicopter should have small spare engine, to float to safety, if accident.
Or, huge parachute to float to safety.
Blonde or gray beard can be made darker every day, washed away at night.
Tires to be larger if caught in rain storm/snow
Or, the body of car can lift a few inches in heavy
Bus loads of people from one state to another to protest, should be stopped.
Two heavy rubber bands in one stronger grip. You can do this yourself.
Eating fruits, vegs., surrounded by artificial flowers, on kitchen table.
Pencils and paper near phones.
Or, on convenient table if using C-phone.
Ladies no longer have hair problems if they wear a cap.
Or, plastic combs for different hair styles.
Make family albums easy to get to and look at by children and grandchildren.
Rollater-walker should be able to open door and keep it open to get in?
Many umbrella rod very sturdy, with strap around wrist to protect from wind.
Open zipper ofjeans, for credit card safety pocket.
Rollater-walker could be narrower for Supermarket aisles.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 19, 2010
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To reduce tremor in hands, put a golf ball in palm when using fork/spoon.
If helicopter engine fails, a smaller engine keeps some propellers going, safety?
An X-ray device for police to see beyond door where bad guys are?
Or, police drill a silent hole in door with camera.
Perhaps a small set of blades function to keep damaged helicopter aloft?
Scrubbing sponges can be cut in half for use.
Or, keep using smaller sponge. It's effective.
A spelling computer with dictionary corrects your error and gives page number.
Why bother cleaning your favorite chair? It'll make you uncomfortable.
Update head stones in cemetery by adding new top on the head stone.
A cane with cap holder under hand curve.
There must be a way for wheelchair victims to stand briefly? Hand/foot support?
Or, the arm rest swivels to extend in front & lock into other arm rest.
Arizona might have to build a border fence by itself.
Sign on wheel chair, "Push me and it will be your pleasure."
Push down on car seat wlleft hand. Lifting you out of car.
The cigarette lighter in car recharges C-phone, or whatever.
A folding very large umbrella for two with caps for hair and head.
Empty purse and weigh the purse before routine trip.
Pressure pumps to inflate flat tires to get to station.
A motor scooter would be practical in Sun City.
A large com cob sprayed with butter sold at fast food places .
Chocolate kisses, double the size.
Chocolate raisins on kitchen table with desserts.
Chocolate kisses sold in a large jar.
The smell of burned chocolate on cigarettes may stop the habit.
Become a Wise Man in a nursing home, if you are a senior.
If kids are good on the bus, the driver gives out candy as they leave .
A technical school for handymen is better than 4-year college.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 22, 2010
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A small airplane with another small engine to keep it aloft if engine fails?
Drop a few chocolate raisins into a salad dressing.
Or, buy 2, mix them both for new taste.
Or, use dressing on a sandwich.
When you buy new pencils, check the erasers which have to be good.
Why not an eraser with white liquid, on a fountain pen?
You don't have to believe everything that goes through your mind.
Put a strong chemical in toilet to remove stains.
A concave seat for bicycles to protect genital areas.
Young ladies will look and feel better not smiling so much.
Or, a man feels good every time he looks into a
smiles.
Anything a young lady wears, looks good.
combination.
1
Kids should carry some I.D. in case of an
Put something sticky on high heels, so they don't flop.
If a bicycle chain is broken by bad guy, a terrible odor covers him.
Two burners instead of four on kitchen stove.
Save your money, retire early and enjoy yourself in a retirement area.
A heavy drinking glass, if hit, will topple armmd, not tmnble over.
A thick rubber around front of pencil, if tremor.
A bottle of soda tastes different as you get to the bottom.
Or, even buying bottle water, you can tell the quality at the bottom.
Dark eyeglass frames suitable for men with gray hair.
A bicycle can be so light, it " bounces off' a car crash.
The outside metal of a plane pulls together if small bomb explodes.
For ladies, just put a Whitener strip on two or four teeth. Men also?
Too .-all sandwich is not eatable.
You can have butcher slice the meat you buy.
Or, slice meat comes in a pouch.
Or, olives and pickles on the side.
Or, Miracle Whip could be on one side of bread like butter.
Or, honey on one slice of bread.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 26,2010
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Cops chasing bad guys in cars on highway, shoot out tires. They won't tumble.
Ordering steaks in restaurant should be cut in quarters. Easier to cut smaller.
Bacon and eggs sunny-side up, slices of toast with honey is a winner.
Spray a glass cleaner on windows/mirrors. No streaks to wipe.
Craftsmen/engineers if laid off, be creative & give ideas to machine shops.
Turn over paint can cover, and you can put brush atop.
Box of putty. Remove a slice. Place over classified ad & the type spreads.
A device to press down on leaves in bag.
Dashboard lights up DANGER, when it rains or snows.
4-engine plane can stay aloft if one or two engines quit. Glide to safety.
Talk to all passengers before they board planes. Feel them up before X-ray.
A dimple in man's chin is very masculine.
When ordering prime rib in restaurant, waiter should remove fat.
A spray can, two buttons to press for less or more power.
Large paint can, the printing outside is the same color as paint.
Leave paintings/decorations on wall when painting Y2 wall, leave color original.
A chemical washer in a spray can to wipe out painting error.
Safety razor scraper to cut plastic purchases, & newspaper ads.
Run a newspaper ad, I pay for it, "A car is a weapon."
Wood screws can be made thicker/thinner. Versatile.
Push-pins can be made wider or smaller, for holding pictures on wall.
Open end wrenches on each side should be different.
Wall clock shows you smiling as a youngster in center.
If you are parked in lot next to another car a wave-length prevents stealing car?
If you are tired or sleepy on job, go to bathroom to take a 5 minute nap.
Knives get sharper in holder.
If Seniors are bored in house, they can choose T.V., Internet, radio, books, etc.
Or, eating chocolate is always a treat.
Second car sets off loud alarm, two cars prevent one from being stolen.
A thin snippet of chocolate atop cocktail drink.
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IDEAS - OCTOBER 29,2010
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The more you sleep, the less aches and pains.
Decorative center strap on classy hi-heel shoes.
Forgiving is tough. You can still go to Heaven.
An umbrella rod, small & steady in rain, folds & clicks into place.
Apply a gel-pack cream to forehead, if you feel headache.
Try stronger & different insoles to your shoes, if feet hurt.
If you have a good financial agent, you have good advice free.
Dogs are naturally friendly, small dogs, they're easy to love.
The seat in a wheelchair can lift you up securely.
A full, fluffy pillow can relive a headache when you sleep.
Door opens in a tumble in your car, frees seatbelt to get out.
Store valuable personal papers in metal box, in case of fire.
A pen in fold of checkbook.
A car cannot be stolen & driving offby thief, iflinked to car next to it.
No one cares anymore. You see a robbery, siren goes off, no attention.
If heavy accident on highway, cars stuck, center divider should be able to open.
Double OFF switch in red on kitchen stove, easier to read.
Or, if you forget to switch OFF, electronically it shuts off after awhile.
Leave end piece of loaf of bread, to keep inside slices soft.
The pizza flavor is in the package to make. it readily eatable.
It's called American fried potatoes if cut and cooked at home.
Ice cube tray: full size square, other thin for bottle water, soda.
Don' t need toaster, and problems. Put bread in Microwave to heat for 5 seconds.
Extra grip for thumb. Cup of coffee, tea, soap. No spills.
Chairs in waiting room should be higher up for Seniors to get up.
Wine glass thinner on top for easier drinking.
Label on wine bottle should say, "With cork, easy to open."
If you are stuck in traffic you need toilet paper, just in case.
Basketball basket in home could be raised as child grows up.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER ( 2010
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If eraser.on pencil don't work, rub on carpet.
Or, put in Microwave for a second or so.
Father/Mother should persuade children to vote, how to vote.
Certain spot in kitchen where towel is all the time.
Certain rugs and runners can turn over for another color. For doggies.
Gulping wine from the bottle gives you a real taste and glow.
You can darken/lighten wood floors to look new.
New grout colors designed to show new tile floor.
You don't have to think Art to decorate your home.
Before decorating room, picture taken before then artist shows changes be done.
Three-prong jewelry ring can be altered to look different by turning jewels.
Or, complement prongs in bracelet.
Watch the second band on the clock and enjoy the pleasure ofliving few seconds..
A truck race in desert area should have bystanders 100 feet away from track.
The post on a ceiling fan should be colorful and decorative.
Driving in Sun City you are safe. No fast driving.
A split mirror in bathroom. One, normal. The second magnifies ladies face.
You should feel relaxed in your home. Lived in. Not a show place.
Frank Sinatra's "Night and Day" should be theme song of senior couples.
Strong rope can lower you to safety in case of fire 2-3 stories high.
Or, clasps for hands and feet on metal pole next to window, if fire.
The strategic word Fusion after Fashion, does that mean more energy?
Pick up glass of water from top. Less spilling,
A witness on stand in court room may be nervous & not be accurate.
Or, lawyer can claim instability & witness be called back again.
Large, dark frames on glasses for ladies too manly.
You can think yourself out of an aching illness. Try different things yourself.
Maybe, if your eyeglass nose guard stays in place, your thinking will stay clear.
For Seniors, a special place in "Heaven" to be with your deceased partner.
A very thick bare ring, no jewels, for divorced men and women.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 9, 2010
14,639. Critical personal papers should be quickly grabbed in case of a fire.
640. Or, pillows on sofa should explode to fight fires with chemicals.
641. Or, the smoke has to be treated chemically w/water, to smother fires in home.
642. A floor mat should be converted w/gel to clean spots on tile floor.
643. A small flat pillow also helps atop regular pillow, at the neck, when sleeping.
644. Lift yourself up w/low rails in bath tub.
645. Two more buttons next to center button on pants, if you lose or gain weight.
646. A facial mask for ladies to cleanse and firm the skin, after washing face.
647. Dimples can be maintained forever if you are lucky.
648. Cinnamon toast can do without cheese or butter. Even if it cools off.
649. The shorter ladies hair, the easier to maintain.
650. If a lady reads a product in a 4-color magazine, she should be careful.
651. Ask many pharmacists when you are changing pills.
652. Fancy panties over bikini panties.
653. A wrinkle-free medicated mask for sleep, to reduce wrinkles.
654. Even with swivel seat, have to push down to get out of car.
655. Swim suit over bikini to go into water, which can be removed for show.
656. Magnetized underwear for men with pot bellies, from chest to knees.
657. Button bib when you are eating.
658. The smaller ladies purse, the less essentials to carry.
659. Phone should be loud and louder for Seniors.
660. If mistakes made with fountain pen, press down lever to whiten it out.
661. Expensive floral birthday gift can remain beautiful, even wilted, for months.
662. Try one Magic-ear to see if you hear better.
663. Can turn large ottoman into a bed for visitors.
664. Small zipper back of men's cap to show numbers where you parked.
665. Missiles shot over beginning of forest fire, to form rain clouds?
666. Drop one raw egg into chocolate drink, may be good for you.
667. A married woman should wear wedding rings on both hands.
668. Plastic gloves, disposable, when eating pork chops.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 2, 2010
14,669. Fountain pen holder on a hinge pull, out and it becomes a pencil.
670. Or, a fountain pen with a rod in front to be a pencil also. Eraser in back of pen.
671 . Room in child's backpack for food or fruits.
672. A pencil to fit into a hard cover book at binding.
673. Or, a fountain hooks onto binding.
674. Give my "Senior Moments" booklet to handicap in nursing homes.
675. Or, handicap college students as well.
676. A colorful$ bill. $1 is green, $5 pink, $10 blue, etc.
677. Dollar bills printed as coupons, as in Ad printed in yellow or green.
678. Pour soup into coffee cup. Easier to drink, handle.
679. Sneakers shoe laces loosen when sitting long time. Tighten when getting up.
680. Men's shoes, leather, have an NBA, NFL sport insignia in center.
681 . Or, Men's shoe soles, the outside rim a darker/lighter color.
682. If you feel healthy in your old age, you can ignore many medical articals
683. Try drinking beer in a wine glass.
684. Exercise, or major workouts for teenagers, prepares the body for old age.
685. A kissable scent, from bottle or shower, for young ladies is proper.
686. Teenagers staying up late at night on Internet to meet new friends is a No-No.
687. Kissable lipstick of young ladies is tempting to young men.
688. The flap over a womens sandals exposing toes to protect from too much A/C .
689. The back of a childs backpack says Math, History, English, etc. Good at it.
690. A combination cross and Jewish star worn on one necklace. Shows religious.
691. Move to the side of the road when using C-phone.
cars for sale, advertise on T.V.?
692 . Why don't car dealers show second
693. Ladies purse shoule have special zipper for wallet.
694. Any outfit goes with ladies jeans.
695. The comfort of ladies wearing casual outfits at work can also be atttractive.
696. Revlon lipstick, or similar very attractive with eye makeup.
697. Two piece bathing suit instead of a bikini is morre appropriate.
698. A Dove soap instead of a bottle of liguid soap.
699. A special room for kids to draw on walls/floors in school. Washed over;

IDEAS - DECEMBER 7, 2010
14,700. Storage area in front of bicycle hand rails, for bottle water or soda , or whatever.
701 . Can coast a bicycle a long distance, small motor, but feet on brake.
702. Flashlight with eye glasses in
of power outage.
703. Or, headband with flash light.
704. Different colors on female nails and the same on both feet.
705. Bagels should be soft and edible.
706. Look around at other cars when driving. Be alert. Trouble may find you.
707. Perfumed soap not necessary for men. Also not necessary to soften skin of men.
708. Old ladies hair can be parted in the middle to look mod.
709. Or, dark eye brows make old ladies appear younger, attractive, available.
710. Larger tires in cars can be a big help in sudden downpour.
711 . If young ladies wear what old ladies wear, they save lots of dollar bills.
712. For different look, wear long necklace then double it over head or knot it.
713. For young ladies, dark eyebrows and dark eyes are very attractive.
714. High heels, men's-type shoes can be worn with ladies jeans.
715. Breath-in a cough/flu medicine for ten minutes or so, with a suction pipe.
716. A small cap on young/old lady is very fashionable.
717. A sun spray on bikini clad young lady at beach, very
for her.
718. Ladies who dress up in classy style, not more important than socialbility.
719. The singer is important, but the musicans & his arrangements, equally important.
720. Create a dream room in your home to be with deceased mate or parents.
721 . Can turn the top of a jewel on finger around, for different look.
722 . Unscrew wine bottle cap. The cork pops with last turn.
723. A very thin wine glass. Wide enough to pour into. Easier to drink.
724. A soda bottle shhaped like wine bottle.
725. Back pockets in ladies jeans good for fooling around w/tooshie.
726. The back of a wooden chair, with cushion , can move up or down for your back.
727. Married women all availaQie for housework. Dependable. Reliable.
728. Poor teeth/cavities has an affect on your health.
729. Just one pillow is enough on top of made-up bed, to rest or read.
730. A flashing red light w/noise at gate of home pool, keeps children away.
731. Try a belt above man's pot belly.
732. A cleft in man's chin, w/without mustache very man ly.
733. A kitchen can be both artistic and workroom for lady of the house.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 10, 2010
14,734. A fire extinguisher next to stove.
735. The corners of your living room with 8-10" design. Plastered on, can remove.
736. The word FULL STOP at busy intersection.
737. The divider between traffic can open up to relieve congestion.
738. Or, cars going one way and stuck can enter other active lanes.
739. If you can't finish your dinner, fridge it for tomorrows breakfast.
740. Co-pilot in car to help driver to avoid crashes.
741. Or, co-pilot can also handle a foot brake, horn.
742. Or, even a small wheel to help driver.
743. When driver comes to intersection, he must be attentive, no talking.
744. "Keep your distance" away from car in front of you, in case he stops quickly.
745. A plastic fork or spoon in frozen package for working men.
746. Should a preesident ofthe U.S. allow his ch ildren to watch T.V., criticize?
747. Aerial swing seats like a plane, encircle the playground instead of a swing.
748. A toilet bowl for wheelchair patients, having problems sitting on toilet.
749. Wheelchair seniors must be able to open and close public doors.
750. The left hand corner of SunDial dance floor could be for wheelchair dancers.
751. It's foolish to have new cars so clean & thin alloy, to invite damage.
752. A special cane to help you spring out of your chair or couch.
753. Cars should have rubber bumpers in corners of car.
754. If an eraser on pencil don't work, press on rug.
755. Selling a new sleek car, mfr. guarantees to fix slight crashes for one year.
756. Eat two pancakes at a time with syrup, ask waitress to put two more, n/c.
757. Seniors keep wishing for sex in the good old days.
758. Or, a senior lady in her 80s can comfort him for a brief fling.
759. Small chocolate squares instead of chocolate kisses. Larger.
760. A triple layer sandwich with a slice of ham in the middle, no extra bread.
761. Or, a 2 layer bun served with a fork.
762. Or, served in a bowl with soup.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 14, 2010
14,763 The bottom of house light decorated w/baseball, football, etc.
764. A sport cushion in boys room for bed or chair.
765. Football, baseball, etc. on house light w/ American flag.
766. Heavy weight on bottom of drinking glass to prevent tipping.
767. If a plane on a aircraft carrier about to fall off, guard rails prevent.
768. Or, ru nway extends further over ocean to take off.
769. Why don't they show a brand new car in traffic? Instead of open road .
770. Too much flourish on kitchen table (flowers, frOuits) can spoil the meal.
771. Don't have to put on too much lipstick during work.
772. Kitchen chairs able to move around easier with slides.
773. Make lips to curl to sides with lipstick. Dimpled edges.
774. Why dress up a teenage girl? It's foolish and expensive.
775. If a Blackberry shows you Disneyland, Grand Canyon, why not go there?
776. Tilt new cars more downward, to protect children in back, in crash.
777. Rubber in front of new car before lifting hood. Tinted a lot, co lor of car.
778. Cinnamon bread with raisins is the most pleasant bread, travelling car.
779. A ladies hair is a prime attraction.
780. Too many pillows on a sofa is not practical.
781. A curl handle around sides of bathtub, to grip and get up.
782. There has to be a second power to a dead airplane, to glide safely.
783. Or, plane that crashes leaves a colorful path for rescuers.
784. The toilet tilts forward so seniors can elim inate.
785. Or, a pad in back of flat seat for seniors to touch ground and eliminate.
786. A net around aircraft carriers to catch planes which cannot land.
787. Pencils and erasers should be with cashier in banks, supermarkets.
788. Laundry detergent should be a small amount when doinging wash.
789. When small planes take off, they should be able to glide to safety, not crash .
790. A bowl of pencils in kids room.
791. American slice cheese always available as snack.
792. A monitor selected by bus driver to help see back of bus.
793, A monitor with bell to help bus driver all is well in back of bus.
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IDEAS - JANUARY 4, 2011
14,794, You don't have to prove Holocaust. Show pictures of ovens, bldgs. still standing.
795. There has to be a way for parents to question, check their kids if on drugs.
796. Or, you can see who his/her friends are, and question their parents.
797, Full red lips with lipstick is a sign of wanting to be kissed.
798. If the engine of a plane taking off, a small battery to keep propeller going, if fail.
799. Young kids with something in mouth/nose to prevent drowning?
&00. Lady clerk sitting behind desk to greet you, should not show cleavage.
801. Depression/anxiety can be over come by being creative in your idle time.
802. A straw in a drinking glass is very practical. No spills.
803. A row of four diamonds on each finger of ladies left hand.
804. By attending church regularly, you can join your deceased mate.
805. Pilot door locked, to keep bad guys out.
896. Or, flight crews and passengers now attack the bad guys.
897. A moisturizer in bedroom helps sleep.
898. Insurance companies like Allstate give a big discount if no damage to car in 5 yrs.
899. Acupuncture, with chiropractic works well together.
900. Make bubbles in your bath.
901. "Cut here" printed on tight plastic items sold.
902. Keep sandwich bread in fridge to keep fresh.
903. A round, rubber ass-looking shape in back of car.
904. Blueberries, strawberries left over, add to hot cereal.
905. Try eating morning eggs with a spoon.
906. A larger mirror for bicycle.
907. The larger the bagel the tougher to chew.
908. Why can't an electric bulb, if dead, press down for a bit more light?
909. Cut a slice of pizza, to eat with soup.
910. Room for two in a bath tub.
911. Leather jacket sold with leather belt. Matched.
912. Initials in front of child's sneakers on each foot.
913 Apply a spring to your sneakers for exercise.
914. Your co-pilot in car has binoculars to tell you what street is coming up.
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IDEAS - JANUARY 7, 2011
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A double-size Purple Passion pillow. For him/her to get into position.
Shoe laces for young ladies different colors on each shoe.
Or, for men just the top of an open shirt, pointed with different colors.
Chiropractic instructions with device against wall for mild home treatment?
A wrist watch designed like a heart.
Or, a square watch, distinctive.
If helicopter engine fails, it should not crash, able to float for safe landing?
A camera telescope takes every personal picture on wall for a book.
When you fall deeply in love with your mate, it should last forever, no matter what.
If fat belly, men's belt in middle, not below. Reduces waist.
A warning buzzer before car crash.
A zipper instead of shoe laces.
Freeze a gun aimed at you like a laser?
Or, misdirect bullet?.'
A way to sharpen rotary razors at home.
Restrict Blackberries, C-phones in libraries.
i-phone for $500. Keeps you from reading magazines, newspapers. Waste of money.
Can smoke be made heavier, liquid, to fall on fire and stay, smother the fire.
Can remove sleeves from heavy army jacket. More sporty.
Or, Army sweater.
Can a golfer have one shaft and nine club heads that snap onto shaft?
A thin briefcase to carry your laptop, i-phone, etc.
Heirloom clock also prints historic importance of day.
Bring headphones/rent at pro game to hear announcers, who are all good.
A fire that starts outside house, has good chance of non-fire inside the house?
Loyal Americans should threaten to bum Mosque in Manhattan, if built.
Men wear heavier socks when stuck in air conditioning.
A LED flashlight should bum at both ends, when one goes out.
A golf putter should be narrower.
Don't tilt forward when crossing legs in chair.

IDEAS - JANUARY 11 , 2011
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Men can loosen their belts in car/chair.
Scrub your hair with water every A.M., massage is healthy.
An inflated small boat to sleep in, on floor, when guests.
Thick colorful shoe laces.
Notches on heads of cane to hold purse, walking or sitting.
When you leave this world, leave more than you took.
Scooters should be introduced in to Sun City.
Ladies could carry a stun gun as a protection. In parking lot.
Paper shredder should come with a thin prong, if papers jam.
A slow-paced motor on Walkers.
Or, a rod in middle of walker for one hand, the other hand is free.
Multi-colored shoe laces on ladies sneakers.
Your smiling face in center of wall clock.
A battery charger/starter in trunk of car.
Or, a small charger under hood next to battery.
Fat men have the option to wear special pants with built in girdle.
Double seams on outside of all flags. Wind tears bottom and sides.
Talking large mirror in bathroom greets you in A.M. with a smile.
Spindle in toilet paper knows better than you that you are not finished.
A warning noise when backing up car that you might hit something.
Criminals on trial should wear same cloths they wore at crime. Not dressed up.
Or, the Offence should show a picture of criminal when crime was done.
In hospital emergency room, have a "hands on healer" before seeing doctor.
Or, a nurse will show you bio-feedback before seeing doctor.
In Sun City, if no C-phone in car, hold up sign, "C-phone needed."
Why order pizza by phone when you can buy frozen pizza and bake them?
Seniors walking at night should carry blow hom if fall.
Two tone jeans for ladies.
A small vacuum pump to catch flies or bugs in your house.
Sell hair toupees for men at senior dances.
Or, darken eyebrows.

IDEAS - JANUARY 14, 2011
14,976. How can you get people to return calls who are "away from desk or at meetings?"
977. You don't have to design your home for beauty, comfort is more important.
978. Binoculars might be important to co-pilot in car.
979. A folded blanket in back of car, under window.
980. Handicapped senior in wheelchair can get on a three wheeler to ride around parking lot.
981. What do car mfrs. Suggest you do when stuck in traffic and have to go?
982. Or, an emergency plastic bag in back of car if any passenger has to go.
983. When engine on a small plane fails, the propeller keeps going for save landing.
984. Or, the wings inflate to keep going for safe landing.
985. A mans belt with buckle can be removed as a weapon against attacker
986. Two credit cards to slide into slot at commercial places.
987. Heavy soap with a sandwich takes the place of taking your wife out for dinner.
988. Cork unscrews with cap for wine bottle.
989. Electric razors should be soft/firm on face.
990. Police cars should be stronger, at bumpers, doors, etc., in case of crash.
991. To find remote in your living room, press another remote and a beep is heard.
992. A Sun Citizen to show how busy he is, carries a C-phone and Blackberry.
993. An elderly senior should enjoy his home instead of a new nursing home.
994. A bandage, if bleeding, apply a antioxidant to cut, and keep pressing down.
995. A shoulder bag should be held close to the body.
996. Hi-heels for ladies is O.K., but the heels should be a bit wider.
997. Always good to bring water in car in a bottle.
998. Just give a small child blocks/kitchen utensils to play with. Imagination.
999. A locksmith can make car door not to open, even with clever thieves
15,000. Or, car owner hides two keys under wheel and elsewhere to confuse robber.
01. A shovel with a handle in the middle.
02. If only lyrics to a love song today were clear and understandable.
03. Fake dollar bills given out to thieves who rob stores.
04. The sound ofT.V. commercials should be lower.
05. Digital pictures of children with parents, many pictures in one frame.
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JANUARY 18, 2011
15,006. Cool your parked car in hot summer from a distance, before entering car.
07. Give your child a coin bottle to play with. Pennies, nickels, dimes, etc.
08. Umbrella pointed inward, for 2, in case of heavy winds.
09. A whiskey flask on table for seniors who need a jolt for breakfast.
10. A baby stroller with western top cover for boys. Pink should be for girls.
11. When you leave a message, mention the old days answering the phone. Ha Ha.
12. Threaten an invader of your home with bullets.
13. A fire extinguisher near kitchen stove.
14. Practice home tee golf shots aimed at a open can.
15. A police booklet warning young people to be careful on streets.
16. Start playing catch with your 5 year old boy. Until he pitches with you age 12 to 15.
17. A fart balloon in your pocket. Loud and directed at you. Laughs.
18. Add a bit of whiskey to drinking water before sleep.
19. Instead of men growing short beard, long sideburns are another choice.
20. When eating pancakes for breakfast, add cooked eggs with honey.
21. A flashlight near critical areas at home should last longer than usual.
22. Turn a large part of pen and it prints darker.
23. Don't drink soda, coffee while driving. A cup of water from bottle is O.K.
24. A foot pan very good for aching feet. Plenty of warm water, Epson salt.
25. A smokeless cigarette. You don' t light it. Inhale/exhale nothing. Just the feel & taste.
26. Or, if you must smoke, chew gum with false butt.
27. Double pizza, one on top of the other.
28. Or. Slice pizza square or any way you wish.
29. Or, triangle plates for regular cut pizza.
30. Grab the faucet for support going into shower/bath.
31. A bracelet on your wrist reminding you of heart/stroke symptoms.
32. Every car should have a C-phone for emergency only. Carry in pocket/purse.
33. A barking dog to warn bad guys not to enter home.
34. Getting a charge for your car, the directions should be clear and illustrated.
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IDEAS - JANUARY 21, 2011

15, 035. When you see a red light way ahead of you, glide your car, no extra gas.
036. No cleavage to look at when you talk cashier/monitor.
037. Infra-red arrow for golf putting, accuracy. Not for pros.
038. No bad pictures on new digital cameras. If you miss the bad shot, try again.
039. 17th large number on credit card. Identify owner or family only.
040. Wrinkled sides of new ar. Not sleek. If dented, hardly seen.
041. When a person is away from his/her desk, they should carry C-phones.
042. Wheelchair victims should be able to stand, holding on, confident.
043. Or, more conversant.
044. A Walker should have springs to left you out of its chair.
045. "Pleasure room" when you enter toilet to go, you always feel better.
046. Desk caddy for your extra eye glasses, also hold remotes.
047. "Nothing much to rob" - a sign at line up before getting to teller.
048. When voting, husband tells wife: "I don' t care who you vote for, do what I tell you. "
049. Press a spring with your left hand in car seat, getting out of car easier.
050. Sell a smaller, different car for Seniors in retirement areas.
051. A mirror periscope center on car roof, to tell you way traffic is jammed.
052. Bottom shelf with less cash, if less robber demands money in bank.
053. Dark red or green frames on sunglasses.
054. Ice cream cup with dish to hold cookies, brownies.
055. For men, credit cards only carried in thin wallet in front pocket.
056. If bad guy blows small hole in plane, steward applies metal with liquid spray to seal.
057. Smaller engine to keep propellers going in case engine fails.
058. Or, parachute atop small plane in trouble, keeps it a loft for safety.
059. Men wearing a side cap with no visor, is O.K.
060. Crossing legs in a chair is not good for circulation.
061. A huge metal clip to hold wring papers, also has a pencil built in.
062. Parts of a small flower atop cleavage.
063. The air in the passageway entering plane, treated to explode bad guy' s bomb.
064. GPS vital to locate destination or stranded cars, addresses.

IDEAS - JANUARY 28, 2011

15, 065. Ladies hi-heel shoes stretch in front.
066. A speeding bicyclist in public may be dangerous. Can't stop quickly.
067. Ladies every day shoes maybe worn, but do not attract men.
068. Cushy, feather insoles for ladies and men' s slippers.
069. Back scrubber in shower. Can scrub back and chest.
070. Bottom of suspension toilets, print the words "touch here to go faster."
071. If male driver has to go, stuck in traffic, have a big container, that snaps shut.
072. A love song for your deceased love.
073. On toilet paper: "Keep squeezing, the joy is to come."
074. An ornamental small tree in living room filled with necklaces, bracelet. Bikini bottom.
075. If man knows wallet is stolen, he can destroy contents by
076. A new 17th raised letter on 2"d credit cards, to void stolen credit card.
077. Tiger Woods game would improve if a few of his girlfriends caddy for him.
078. A six-prong fork, shaped downward, to hold food better.
079. An artist' s pencil with blue, red, & green prongs attached to pencil. Can be erased.
080. Pour urine on last pack of cigarettes you bought. Maybe that will make you stop.
081. Wear gloves to keep you warm when sleeping.
082. A urinal next to bed if you wake up suddenly.
083. Pizza heavy in middle. Won't tilt over when holding piece.
084. Pilots falling asleep, loosen throttle or wheel with hands, buzzer awakens them.
085. A chemical in water hose directed at early home fire.
086. How can police determine ifbunch ofillegals in car or truck? Human heat from car?
087. Cane reduces in length to help you out of chair, sofa, car. A spring inside of cane.
088. Get men in a group to learn to dance alone, to learn to lead ladies with left hand.
089. Or, men in travel chairs to lead woman on dance floor with cane.
090. Or, a good male dancer can lead a woman in wheel chair with cane.
091. Seniors in travel chair should be able to stand up and open doors.
092. Put a sign "Wheelchair" when using public toilets. Have to wait longer.
093. Or, Seniors in wheelchair may need help getting on toilet.
094. Or, perhaps they have learned to do this themselves.
095. Or, they can slide onto toilet seat from their chair and back again.
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IDEAS - FEBRUARY 4, 2011
15, 096.
097.
098.
099.
100.
10 I.
102.
I 03.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124,

Tough plastic packages that you buy, printing should say, "Open here."
On a Rollator, when sitting on the couch, the arms spring down and up to lift you.
Girls walking alone in street/ parking lot be careful of cars passing by. Kidnapped.
Or, girls or ladies carry visible stun guns.
A cane handle slides up & down to lift you out of chair.
Tint drivers side of window to avoid glare of headlights on at night.
A co-pilot next to car driver in case he falls asleep, or other problems.
Plastic magnifying glass should hang in each row of drug section, to read labels.
Go slow in car, follow traffic , mileage signs. To avoid accidents.
Piece of chocolate shaped, lettered like C-phone.
Young girls wear different color sandals on each foot, to attract attention.
Laughter is the best exercise.
Have penciVpaper available if in accident. Names, witnesses, phone numbers.
Batteries for flashlight should last years. Selling point.
Hang a favorite picture on your bathroom mirror.
Lawyers, doctors, there should be in short-cut collage. Get into practice earlier.
Pencil & paper next to bed before sleep. Can get out of bed to write new ideas.
Small ceramic ofEiffel Tower, Pyramids, Grand Canyon in living room to enjoy.
Men, feel the energy of an energized belt. Regain your strength, iffat belly.
Fire alarm should be in reach of shorter people.
The air in walkway before getting on plane, single bad guys with bombs goes off.
Or, the air makes plane door shut and entry door shut locking him in.
Infra-red light by cops in car to detect extra heat in cars loaded with illegals.
A jewel on paper clip.
A shampoo for Senior men which curls whatever hair is left.
Roll a chair which can fold up, watching pro golf.
5-1 0 year old local newspaper, with old front page, can make you nostalgic.
3-wheel Rollator can be pressed together so use only one hand.
If a cruise ship is sinking, the top levels separate, do not take water, saving passengers.
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IDEAS - FEBRUARY 8. 2011
15, 125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131 .
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

Bunion discomfort can be relieved by punching holes in older shoes.
Just pull stretchable loafers from front /sides. And they stay stretched.
A cap for headaches. To remind you to do bio-feedback.
An inexpensive sound amplifier for one eye, to hear T.V. better only.
Comers of hankies stronger, to rub away blood with water.
Red color on ends of paper clips.
G.l. airplanes spread notes over terrorists homes that they face bombing.
A washing soap, medical, to heal cuts and bruises on face and hands.
A wide man's wedding ring, removed to see picture oflovely wife.
A mild Viagra pill for seniors in their 80s.
Man's belt loosens when he eats or drives car.
At red light, watch the car behind you pull up and stop.
A small shredder turned by hand one way. Tum other way to remove clogs.
"A Bible Cross" on a ladies small purse. Prevents thefts.
A portable expanding fence outside kitchen/patio to keep children away from pool.
Seniors spray mist on toilet paper for easier cleaning.
A pad can make a woman get wet sooner, even Senior ladies.
A heavy purse for a Senior lady is too difficult at her elbows.
During WWII, in the military, a pack of cigarettes was Scents. That'll stop smokers.
Men with fat bellies should wear tight vests along with belly support.
Foolish smokers should put fake cigarettes in mouth. No smoke, no inhale.
Security doors bark like a dog when pushed by an intruder.
Long time loving Seniors in Sun City, when pass away ashes spread over Sun City.
Could Autistic children/teenagers be creative?
Swivel seat should tum and lift you out of chair or car.
A cane that falls over with 4 prongs can be picked up by Senior pressing on prong.
A sticky bottom on drinking glass/coffee can prevent tipping over.
Raised 4" toilet seat should be thinner in back. More room to clean yourself.
Suspenders colors to match's man's cap.
, 1' t'Htf k
Different colors in metal frame show stronger tp, in case of wind.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 18, 2011

15, 155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.

Two small holes close together in man's belt, if he ate too much.
Heavy Yellow Pages book has plastic magnifier, 8 1/2X11. Portable.
Kids money bottle, pennies/nickels/dimes They can see it fill up. Nothing comes out. Savings.
Auto mechanic lets you watch him work. Give him a tip? You can learn a lot.
Under the Dickie, over the bra, good place for credit cards.
When a bank is robed and a thief is leaving, cashier sounds loud alarm outside for help.
Or, cars can take license plate on their C-phones, of the thief.
Two hankies in man's back pocket in case of bleeding.
Magnetic wrist bandage can also fit around aching ankle.
Powerfullbuprofin cream, not affect stomach but helps smaller aches.
Add a notch for front shoe spreading, even with the width that works.
Men's shoes should stretch in back when putting them on. Contort.
If an negative thought keeps popping up, you can change it to pleasant thoughts.
In Supermarket, if they are generous, you can try something for $1. And it's free. With a smile.
License plate lights should be bolder, clearer.
A zipper in men's side pocket to hold credit cards.
"Talk to me, your insurance carrier, for five minutes and you'll be happy with whatever."
Men's dance shoes should be stretchable (available) at social dance club.
Shoulder support, front and back for posture, good place on side of bra for credit card.
A headband, like NBA players, wear at sleep for acupuncture, relax, pleasant dreams.
If you awake during sleep, it's an opportunity to be at peace with pleasant thoughts.
The Lord's prayer in a circle around neck. No need for cross.
Apply leg hair growth to men who wear shorts in summer. For chest also.
Your favorite drinking glass made heavy at bottom, sticky, wont spill over.
A heavier flag wont wrap around flag pole and tear.
Carry a C-phone in your car at all times. If needed, plug in for recharge.
A zipper down men's dance shoes. Can stretch fabric. Length of shoe.
If car ahead of you maintains street speed keep behind him at a distance.
The flap under shoe laces extends a bit higher for a design.
Best to read medicine label before you buy, or ask pharmacist.
"Baby Viagra" for seniors over 80.
Or, in a nursing home. WOW!

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 22,2011
15,187. Larger type face on Rx bottles/box for reading instructions.
188. Bathtub lower in back. Able to make water bubble for chest, neck, face.
189. A mirror to make you and your outfit smaller or larger to look at.
190. A beautiful floral design inside of artificial fireplace.
191. Make your grandchildren listen to you, and your background. Don't ask them.
192. The whole world is open to you when you become creative.
193. Lovely wooden floor in modern living room. Yet, partially covered with carpeting.
194. Leave bottle ofwine on living room table, with glass halffull for quick sip.
195. A big round mirror over bathroom sink that detects your face pleasantly in A.M.
196. Too much designing in living room is confusing. Takes away from reading, T.V.
197. A big map on wall show routes ofU.S. planes to all parts ofthe world in WWII.
198. Two rolls of toilet paper next to toilet, one thick and one thin.
199. Tilt toilet seat downward to eliminate better. Your stomach does it.
200. Press I, 2 or 3 lights above mirror in bathroom to get facial light that you like.
201. Hebrew background in Testament. Should be clear.
202. Lifting a car with a flat should be printed and illustrated in case you forgot.
203. Professional hockey needs a larger net for more scoring. Higher scores are good.
204. Secure yourself in your wheelchair. You maybe able to get up for a few steps.
205. Or, sitting in wheelchair can have a tray to eat from.
206. A spring-powered sneaker might be suitable for sprained ankle.
207. Co-pilot next to driver carries binoculars.
208. A map of world with black stars showing where G.l' s served since WWII.
209. Kids don't need T.V. screens in back seats of cars. Enjoy the scenery and parents.
210. At least one or two lug wrenches in tire should loosen when you get a flat.
211. A helicopter drops early chemical on home fire to smother fires quicker.
212. A spray into a bag of grapes, apples, etc, to clean/wash contents.
213. New technology: if cold at night bedding covers you. If sweating, blanket raises.
214. Fake bike lock. Looks strong.
215. A variety of putters can interlock to one shaft depending on greens.
216. Police use wooden bullets first at bad guys who wortt respond. Then bullets.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 25, 2011
15,217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231 .
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.

Women's silk stocking not so white. A shade darker.
A watch can alert you that your body needs cooling down.
Left over cake stretches more while in Fridge. Ha Ha!
Dance studios give lady patrons a stunning outfit to advertise at dance.
If trapped in trunk of car by bad guys, kick lights open to extend foot signaling help.
Color of purse same color as belt, shoes or shirt.
An empty bottle of wine could hold artificial flowers.
Seniors should look forward to next meal. It is exciting.
If trouble with car, dashboard lights up. Gives page in car book to look at.
Clip on fountain pen stretches out for white eraser, ifthere is an error.
Ladies very high heels with a strong strap around ankles. A must.
Short jeans not appropriate for young ladies when shopping.
Coffee drink cheaper at McDonald's than Starbucks. You can relax also.
If bicycle tire goes flat, can you inflate it with a fix-a-flat tube?
Lower/raised bicycle handles.
Can keep changing top of ladies ring.
There should be a Redbook/Ladies Home Journal for Senior ladies.
Young ladies at beach should wear two-type Bikini outfits to cover them, on or off.
Or, two different thin straps to hold bra up, in case one strap breaks.
Very high heels can be removed for loafers, after social event.
Kosher hot dogs is a good seller.
Or, add whatever atop hot dog to enhance flavor.
The bottom of Bikini can be angled from one hip.
Or, the Bikini has two sizes on each side. For modesty.
The bottom half of a sandwich curls up, to contain what is middle.
Wraps small dog in a coat, lift him, he will tingle with delight. On and off coat.
Young ladies walking around with tom jeans look silly.
G.l. 's backpacks could be made lighter with a lithium-air circling the pack.
Burgers have to be thin to eat, not loaded. Can't get mouth full.

IDEAS - MARCH 1, 2011

15,246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
25 3.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.
274,

A big hamburger cut in half. Easier to hold and chew.
Four rings on woman's left hand with chain connected.
Unmanned U.S. plane flies over all cars leaving Mexico to detect illegals. Sensor.
Front wheels of skates normal size, back wheels larger.
Golf car seats can extend out for three people.
The sliced lemon/orange should be inside the drink, instead of hanging on top.
Or, the taste of lemon/orange on top of drinking glass, like Margarhita rim.
Picture of child, then picture of mature person in same picture frame.
Bring the 4-color magazine ad to the restaurant, and order that exactly.
Or, you get a discount showing the magazine ad.
An extra spray of retardant in babies room on all walls, ceiling to stop fires.
A slice of pizza with three eggs in the morning to fill frying pan.
A classy ladies high heel shoe colored and shaped like a Space Missile.
Large pancake with three scrambled eggs for breakfast, with syrup.
A boys baseball smiling with yellow face.
Or, when older, treated as a trophy in baseball glove with yellow smile.
Tennis racquets, thicker or thinner for beginners. Not for pros.
Cushion wheels, in case of flat, can keep car going.
When parents divorce, they should be pleasant as possible for the children.
Seniors have enough sense to try "this or that" before seeing the doctor.
If ladies worry about their hair, always wear a cap in the sun.
When Microwave is finished, open door a bit not directly into you.
If couples have aches when sleeping, perhaps they should switch sides.
A useable date stamped on a product like milk, refers to food quality not safety.
Tell your hubby or live-in boyfriend what needs fixing, & he's off to the hardware.
Sex is what a woman will allow, then try out. If she is happy, more will follow.
Just put small American flags on trees in front of your house for the holidays.
Small pizza slices added to your dinner.
Decorative place mats to prevent water spills.
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IDEAS - MARCH 4, 2011
15,275. A full bathing suit has a mid-way zipper to remove for a bikini.
276. When ordering pizza, ask for 8 to 12 pieces individually wrapped.
277. Or, you can tell them on the phone, "no tipping."
278. Pocket on man's shirt says "Ideas", with paper and pencil inside.
279. A slightly porno film in nursing home. Who knows?
280. Stretch small
longer grip.
281. Why must eyes shut when brain falls asleep watching T.V.?
282. Tilt tee forward for golfball when teeing off.
283. Why can't a Blackberry show items which can be developed, created further?
284. A "booster button" to start the dead battery.
285. Special ladies sneakers, higher up to ankles, very decorative.
286. Tight ladies jeans should have loose pockets along hips.
287. What good is ladies design if only worn around designers?
288. A small hand purse is appropriate no matter what a lady wears.
289. Seniors living in Sun City a long time, may want their ashes spread
City.
290. Flowers atop ladies decorative gloves.
291. Write your own eulogy. How happy your life is and was. Can read it years later.
292. If a lady faces rape, then possibly death, she should bit the man's penis.
293. A rubber bumper behind a new car should be as high as the trunk.
294. The higher up you are with car tires, the less damage to passengers in accident.
295. A stud rod inside doors of car to lessen impact, if accident.
296. If cats hair rises in danger, car drive should sense impact.
297. Why not higher up bumpers made of rubber or plastic, all around cars?
298. Watching second hand on wall clock makes you happy knowing you're alive.
299. Pockets in front ofjeans for hands and thumbs also.
300. Loading cargo into a plane, security checks each box with electronic C-phone.
30 1. Logos on cars, front and back, should be larger to identify if accident.
302. When calling a business and they are away from phone, recording should be powerful.
303. One side of rubber tire shows red color when tire is low or ready for a flat.
304. Side view mirrors in cars should be looked at more often.
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IDEAS - MARCH 8, 2011

15,305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.

A flower pot in your living room should light up once in a while.
Or, picture of your deceased partner should light up a few times a week.
Or, picture your parents also should light up.
A small purse decorated with an American flag all around.
A bow!J of
with
glass toothpicks.
Ladies, crunch dollar bills in pockets when you know what you'll be charged.
Order a thin pizza on the phone. Special.
Or, a dish of pickles on the dinner table is always a treat.
Tomato soup can be sipped in the car like coffee.
Ladies sneakers, a colorful button on top of shoe laces.
Man's hat with brim could also be worn by lady companion.
It's not a smile a dentist works for, a fewer cavities they find, then you can smile.
Voter paste put on your shirt when you leave. Add "I Won."
A chocolate cone for your ice cream.
Why can' t a high school kid work on the farms, instead of illegals?
Or, why can't black unemployed also work on farms?
A co-pilot is a big help to driver.
Ladies walk differently with hi-heels even if they are wearing a skirt or long pants.
Laughter is good exercise.
Go shopping in a technical store like Best Buy to get an education.
Velcro holds wallet safely in purse/pocket. Wont fall out.
Or, in men's Velcro pocket, credit cards holder needs to be returned by feel.
Why not safety in a new car publicized, with the car's good looks.
Why lift the car in your garage and slide under to repair? It's dangerous.
GPS units in cars should tell if accidents occurred ahead, and traffic tied up.
Try drinking bottled beer with a straw. May affect stability and taste.
Too many technical gadgets young people use, does not keep them alert around them.
Or, why must young people listen to hip hop music. Social ability is better.
Or, playing ball is a healthier pastime.
Or, using their expensive gadgets for whatever, is a waste of time.
A robotic sensor rotated over car engine in need of check-up or repair.

IDEAS - MARCH 11,2011

15,336. A car "frozen" in parking lot. Can't be stolen.
337. Or, even a car battery. Electronically connected to starting car.
338. A helicopter sprays bullets at bad guys below for protection. Not point to point.
339. Helicopters should glide at a higher level.
340. Or, helicopter landing G.l's have a radar shield surrounding it.
341. Or, Infra-ray heat detectors scan the area before the landing.
342. A witness should be called back to stand in court, if nervous and incoherent.
343. When service stations advertise oil change, they should name the oil used.
344. Technical schools as good as college for certain students.
345. Velcro instead of a zipper in front of men's pants.
346. Or, Velcro closes back pocket when buttoned.
347. Even backing up from parking space, your hom should sound to alert others.
348. Electro-magnets from car to car. When thieves open door they can't tow car away.
349. If behind big truck in street, be careful when you pass, if it stops.
350. Reading Popular Science, the brain appears to be functioning all the time. Not so.
351 . Commercial people who are "away from the desk" should promise to return calls.
352. Why do ladies speak so low in the recording when you call their number?
353. Or, they speak even lower returning your call.
354. Or, receptionist should get a live person to answer your call, not a recording.
355. When you lift hood to self repair car, the dash board tell you what page in book to look.
356. How do you park and secure new Sagway scooters for safety and security?
357. Or, do Sagway scooters have to ride on sidewalk?
358. Or, crossing street a problem for Sagway drivers.
359. Top of man's shirt collar colored when wearing a suit jacket.
360. Every tire for cars should contain the long longevity of Michelin tires. Safety.
361. A light "bounce off' when another car hits you with strong rubber bumpers.
362. A smaller SUV.
363. Name of car on tire wheels seen at any stop.
364. Firmer stronger doors to protect drivers if side impact.
365. NBA players should wear knee pads. Elbow pads optional.
366. Double top hole for men's work boots. Tighter, more support.
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IDEAS - MARCH 15, 2011

15,367. Life jackets should have a heating mechanism if fishermen falls into cold water.
368. New cars on T.V./magazines plug everything about cars except Safety.
369. You can have intimate fun without Viagra. Ask any group of seniors.
370. A shoe store in a Mall can insert a spring in sneakers as you walk around. A test.
371. Sell size of cigarettes.
372. Work gloves can wear out at fingers, but new fingers can be sliced on, tight.
373 . If you ache and see a doctor and his treatments don't work, go back to your own.
374. A glove can fit on your feet if feet are always cold at night.
375. If waiting in grocery line is annoying, pick up magazine to read.
376. Or, chat with your neighbors also waiting in line.
377. Dark wood floors in your home can be lightened.
378. The word IDEAS printed on man's shirt pocket. Pencil sticks out with pad.
379. Passengers in cars can be a help to driver, to avoid accidents.
380. Or, while driving car eyes and brain have to be constantly alert.
381. Hundreds of thousands of female murders in the U.S. What can their families think?
382. Too many gadgets to look at driving a new car.
383. Or, gadgets can be removed before buying new car. Cheaper.
384. Or, Air bags should inflate the instant your car is hit. May save driver.
385. Or, there has to be a shield behind the engine to protect drivers in new cars.
386. Or, maybe the GPS lights up red a split second before driver is hit.
387. Or, the center of both car doors, made of steel, to protect driver/passengers.
388. A scissors automatically cuts a straight line. Press a notch, hold on.
389. Big postal boxes on the street should be anchored down. Too many stolen.
390. A sponge-type bandage to stop blood cut. Keep pressing down.
391. Your mechanic fixes your car. Write down what happened & what he did.
392. Car burns less fuel if you are a senior and seldom leave Sun City.
393. Have more than one fire extinguisher. One near the kitchen.
394. Fire fighters very alert in Sun City, stopping fires quickly.
to window sill, to climb down 2/3 stories.
395. A fire ladder or heavy rope under bed

IDEAS - MARCH 22,2011
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In case of a blackout in Sun City, a radio, flashlight, drinking water is vital.
Or, don't open fridge too much. Food will last longer in the fridge.
Firemen should respect need for victims to go back into house for valuables.
When buying a used car, check its history, mileage, by your mechanic.
A higher-up seat in a light truck, stronger doors, protect the driver.
Ask your mechanic about fuses, how they affect your car, how to replace.
Or, have plenty of fuses available.
In case engine dies, can there be an extension to get you going briefly.
Or, a towing magnetic grip attached to another car to pull you along.
Polyurethane can be sprayed over wood floor, polished, keep it clean.
Write a song about Seniors living in retirement center, happy to be alive.
Or, write a love song like "Night and Day" sung by Frank Sinatra.
Artificial fingers touch airport passengers without offending them. Technical.
Houses in path of forest fires, have their own helicopter w/retardant.
Cell phones in cars used for business only, chiefly.
A sensing device on ladies right wrist, could detect bad guys. WOW!
A bath mat after shower which puffs up warm air to dry your feet.
There has to be a way to stop forest fires at the beginning. No spreading.
Ask Seniors about their aches and pains. Learn from them.
Turn off your GPS when you know the route. Use your head.
Or, GPS could indicate iftraffic is tied up ahead.
The lights shinning on license plate at night should be brighter.
Breaking into car by thieves locks wheels of car.
Or, car owner shopping can be signaled by his C-phone that car is being broken into.
When giving original ideas to merchants get their card, write date and ideas given.
Porta-jump emergency battery starter is small and cheap to carry in trunk of car.
Or, Battery-buddy under hood of car, the alternate wires extending down to bad battery.
Air compressors kept in trunk of cars, to inflate flat tires.
It's foolish and expensive to smoke cigarettes.
A man's wedding ring should show Jewish/Christ cross, all around.
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New cars should be higher in front, lower in back to protect the driver.
In NFL, helmet -to -helmet tackles should be banned. Too many head damage.
A motorcycle with two wheels in back. Not for speed.
Or, you don't have to anchor your cycle with a slim metal post.
A new car for driver and co-pilot much further back, for protection in accident.
NFL sport very dangerous. One or two rush tackles is enough. More passing, scoring.
Signal waves from sunken ships, rafts, powerful enough for helicopters to find them.
Why must a ship sink entirely? After taking water, can top half stay aloft?
Victims in sunken vessels must wear life preservers to signal rescue planes.
Or, flares sent up from life raft, or from the ship which is sinking.
A red dye trails a small plane crash, so rescue planes can see the downed plane.
Rent a tool, or a set of tools, from your hardware store. For special jobs only.
Or, a special used tool room to briefly use the tools in your home, then return.
E-mail Popular Mechanics with my thousands of ideas, yet no technology.
The hood of a new car should be heavy to protect the driver in a crash.
A portable plastic lid for coffee cups and drinking glasses.
Popular Mechanics/Popular Science lists many problems for homes. Not for Seniors.
Wallpaper borders below the ceiling to enhance the room.
Twisted green 3" fastener in Super Market can be used many ways at home.
Or, used to tie tomato plants.
X-rays in police car headlights should detect illegals in cars ahead.
A pizza drink in a bottle of Light wine.
Or, chocolate taste in wine.
Nuns and priests doing basic ballroom dancing.
If you foul up your remote, directions to restore should be imprinted in back.
Or, call service people to help you. No charge.
Gorilla tape shows logo at beginning of tape and inside center.
Spiral stairway only halfway up.
What to do when you are stuck in traffic and you have to go?
Special pictures of Statue of Liberty along with Grand Canyon, Monument Valley.

IDEAS - APRIL 1, 2011

15,456. Jewelry stores robbed a lot. Owners must see who is at the door before opening.
457. Perhaps a way to stop smoking is urinating on the pack?
458. Seniors look good with curly gray hair in back ofhead, with cap on.
459. 12 jurors are too many, only 6 to 8 is plenty to try a case.
460. Security cameras in the ceiling, make a noise to scare robbers.
461. Spray a lawn paint on bad grass to make it green again.
462. An ear-splitting sound to distract bad guys entering your home at night.
463. A police sign as seen at roadway accident, "Keep moving, no stopping."
464. Defense lawyers made to feel inferior so they' ll speak the truth.
Jot 65. A portable fence outside patio to keep children away from pool. Parents put up fence.
66. Garden hose should be tested round and free to operate.
67. A strong reply from caller when he hears merchant is at a meeting or away from desk.
68. Pat down by scanners at airport to feel and smell explosives, powders, liquids.
69. Just go to new automobile shops, to see and learn new gadgets and techniques.
70. Or, go to Best Buy to learn about new technology, frrst hand.
71. Or, use the telephone to gather tech information with friendly salesmen.
· 72. Tweezers shaped like a woman's body on top.
73. Or, fountain pen shaped like a woman's figure.
74. Ladies, don't wear plain eyeglasses. Now you can have diamonds on the frames.
75. A jewel atop of toes on ladies high heel shoes.
76. Sunglass 1/8"-114" all around ladies glasses.
77. Save your grocery receipts, show cashier items repeatedly purchased, get 10% off.
Local service stations put on a show how cars are broken into and stolen.
79. Or, police can do the same.
80. Or, if your car breaks down in Sun City, help is readily available.
More and more public demonstrations how CPR is used.
82. Under the car hood, the power to restart dead battery.
A couple of benches to rest in Supermarket, all over.
A thin band of jewels around the front of new ladies hairdo. Same as earrings.
85. Check your home frre extinguisher often.
86. Or, press down and make sure it works.
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An electric scooter would be suitable in Sun City.
If bad feelings affect you, they can go away in a day or two with plenty sleep.
There should be an easier way to lift, with instructions, to raise car after flat.
A large sectional sofa can be moved into a double bed for visitors.
Men' s cap visor should show favorite sport team.
Watching them slice pork for a sandwich is a treat.
Or, add a slice of pineapple or tomatoes.
Leftover pizza for breakfast. Add-2-3 eggs in frying pan. Stir them up.
If you order pizza by phone two times a week, you get a discount.
Or, no tipping.
Pillows on sofas for kids shaped like football, basketball, etc.
A Condo roof should be slanted so run off from rain.
Or, add a rain gutter.
Patio awning supplies A/Cor heat when entertaining friends .
Artificial rocks, very light, can be moved around pool area.
Or, a camera in one of the rocks so parents can see if kids are in pool.
Car brakes should be higher up in car.
Or, the wheel of a car should have attached hand brake.
When Seniors hear old love songs of the 30's - 40's, they think of their departed.
Names of dance steps printed on reverse of man' s tie, so he will remember steps.
A baseball bat in bedroom to break window if smoke or fire.
Or, shatter the window glass so you will not get cut. Use pillow/blanket.
Hillary is never seen on T.V. carrying a purse.
Or, she wants to look like the men she is greeting.
Bring a list of questions to ask your doctor and write answers.
Try beer drinking into a wine glass, the foam hardly tasted.
Man' s double wedding ring. Print on one, date of wedding.
A chocolate holiday box featuring Seven Wonders of the World, to chew/enjoy.
A fountain pen as a musical instrument.
Or, a wide wrist band to play piano keys with your pencil.

IDEAS - APRIL 8, 2011
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Dice game two rolls before you win or lose. Second roll counts.
Practice putting in golf with a larger hole than usual.
A ladies wrist watch with favorite pictures ofEiffel Tower, Manhattan, etc.
Wheelchair invalids keep trying to move by themselves, even with help behind.
The box, and instructions, for outdoor extension cords should be made to return cord.
Or, booster cables keep wrapped in stretchable instructions for more than one use.
One large paint can, will roll out a sample of any color for customer. Only one inch.
If die-hard battery charger works, every car should have one for emergency.
Eye glass frames hold small hearing device next to ear.
A Walker for two hands can be folded for one hand, like a cane with wheels.
A portable lift in a wheelchair, to get the invalid starting to stand.
Arms on both sides of staircase, safety.
Drive on the right side of the road for safety.
Person using C-phone in car, his right hand waving and
wheel. Causes accident.
Back of plane should be loaded with bottled water and
fruit, in case of crash.
Iftop of fuselage flies off plane, a secondary skin prevents quick drop of plane.
A lady walking her dog can ward off coyotes with a shrieking cane.
Two soft insoles for sneakers/shoes to reduce foot pain. Double pads.
All neighbors have alert alarms, to signal your neighbors that you are in trouble.
Bad dreams are not preventable. They come and go. Who knows?
Or, try sleeping pills for pleasant, or no dreams.
A plane which crashes in snowy mountains or desert, should leave a colored trail.
Or, back of plane in flat crash on ground, has comfort room for survivors.
A special dance class for men to learn to lead partner with left hand.
Or, a deck of cards with 52 dance steps for beginners to carry in hand or pocket.
A Senior dictionary in large print. Words only likely to use or forget.
"Have you read our newspapers?" Ask a teenager to read instead of playing w/1-phone.
A place for wheelchair dancers at Sundial in Sun City. But what about bathroom?
A child to play with hand puppets of Mom and Dad to hug them. Siblings also.
A child on a rocking horse, able to move around room slowly.
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Seniors show young generation how smart they are without laptops, Cell phones, etc.
A foam mattress atop your bed for comfort and back.
The side mirror of car/truck, electronically signals your car is in danger.
Stronger, weather-beaten tires in trucks, why not in cars?
Or, Ford tough tires. Pay more, less likely to flat.
Signs on roads: "Stay on right side for safety."
For amateurs, if you miss a putt try the same shot again.
For tennis, two complete strings a W' apart in one frame. More power.
Or, for golf, a longer, thicker club face, to whack the ball further.
Or, in ping pong, a paddle for each hand.
The music arrangement, not the singer, makes a beautiful recording.
Or, love songs do not have to rhyme.
Arms on wheelchairs tilt forward to help patients stand up.
A clip on folded Walker to hold purse.
Floating small M&M' s in soup.
Commercials on T.V. are short and confusing. It's difficult to know the product.
Or, radio commercials tell and repeat the product and phone numbers.
Bullet proof Long Jones from knees to neck for police.
Or, bullet proof vest stops a bullet from penetrating.
Autistic children need friends to socialize with, even romantic.
Or, be relaxed when an autistic child acts up.
Or, teach ballroom dancing with autistic teen-agers.
Or, a male teacher can lead an autistic lady to make her happy.
Electric powered scooters for Seniors with cane attached. Can walk when parked.
Or, the puck should be larger for fans to see at hockey games.
Illegal people should not be permitted to hospitals without insurance or money.
Or, if permitted the police now have a record of being illegals.
Designs on cushiony handles of scissors.
At critical intersection, if a wrong turn facing traffic there should be a parking spot.
Backpacks for children going to school have air Helium to lighten load.
Baking powder smothers fire on stove.
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IDEAS - APRIL 15, 2011

15, 578. Free medical attention at Mall, if you cut yourself or fall.
579. Handle on top of front door in car to grab and get yourself out.
580. Or, a button on side of seat to spring you up, getting out of car.
581. Or, press down on a device along side of seat to get out.
582. Hands on the wheel, not holding a C-phone, etc.
583. Flashing lights warning drivers wrong entry into wrong highway.
584. How do you test air bags to see if they are operable?
585. When you go for an oil change, tire check, can service mgr. check air bags?
586. No cup of coffee/water without cover or straw in car.
587. The GPS should be portable, not a solid fixture.
588. A/C or heating should go on in a minute or two in new cars.
589. No more extra tall buildings which can crash down, like 9/ 11 .
590. The beauty of the skyline, a shore, mountain range in a camera on your glasses.
591. Or, the vision you enjoy stays locked in your mind.
592. Or, kids in back of the car are foolish playing with their Smart phones, missing views.
593. A small bicycle motor allows coasting on road but feet on pedal.
594. A baseball catcher should wear very protective vest when foul ball hits chest.
595. Paper clips can double together for heavy paper load, instead of staples.
596. When using a razor blade be very careful opening confusing plastic gadgets.
597. Plenty of signs on critical corners. STOP signs prevent crashes.
598. No casual talking, diverting with children in car. Driver must be alert.
599. We should not fuss with our children too much, they can get along with friends.
600. Sneakers for a young lady could be more attractive, colorful and higher up.
601. Two layers of tires with new cars. If one blows, the inside rubber strong enough.
602. How come so few car crashes in Sun City? Seniors are more careful, drive slow.
603. Or, so little crime in Sun City.
604. The base of a wine glass should be wider to avoid spills.
605. A illegal woman having an anchor baby in U.S. should not be made a citizen.
606. An illegal woman going to U.S. hospital should sign papers that she is an illegal.
607. Why must a heavy ship sink taking on water? The top should be released, free to float.
608. A life belt & life raft should have signals and flares to alert rescuers.
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Why can't tall buildings in the major cities have roof gardens, can form rain clouds?
The more intimate with wife or lady friends, the more wrinkles disappear.
The fuss women makes over their hair and complexion is foolishness.
Why should a lady appear attractive and sexy, when married with children?
Put toothpaste on floss and Xmas cleaning pick.
Artificial, attractive house plants. Keep adding colorful flowers.
A 1" round sticker on car or golf cart, "Glad to live in Sun City."
Or, "Glad to be in Sun City," even in a wheelchair.
Pizza goodies on a bagel into Microwave.
People in wheelchairs like to have conversations with other Sun Citians.
Police can use a camera or Video on their glasses or helmet.
The first three letters on license plate should be much bigger and bolder.
Two wedding rings for ladies on both hands.
A great picture of lady friend or wife taking a bath or shower.
Pizza with six different flavors, each size different.
Or, larger for eight or nine slices.
A small lapel pin with engraving acknowledging son' s achievements.
A spiral staircase can also be square on top. Or vice-versa.
To stop smoking, pick a pack that inhales chocolate/oranges. No smoke.
Or, urinate on your pack of cigarettes, destroying them, be done with them.
Or, only a few puffs on a cigar and you get the impact, that' s all. Finished.
Or, a few puffs of cigarettes, the fire goes out and you have no tobacco to inhale.
Emeralds around ladies neck, the bottom one more attractive.
The thicker, heavier tires in new cars burns less gas and safer.
Worry stone, carried in pocket or purse to reduce worries when rubbed.
Or, press the clip on your dollar bills for good luck.
Widening a man's shoes alleviates discomfort.
Grade A students can have large letter A on backpacks.
If illegal pregnant woman tries to cross border, send her back. She is violating our laws.
Or, a fence with many cameras to deter illegals .
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Bottle ofbeer not finished, snap back cork and refrigerate.
Or, bottle of beer not finished, can add lemon or lime for new taste.
Convert your old car like new. Outside only, inside remains the same.
"We can save your marriage." An ad in local paper plugging an attorney.
A piece of sandwich for taste, at McDonald's, if good order one or two.
An exercise trainer in nursing home to keep Seniors energetic/active.
Men at a Sun City dance learn steps with left hand before dancing w/partner.
If Senior couple plan to live together, they need legal advice.
A small boat circled with a floating rim, unlikely to sink, even taking on water?
The windows of a car can heat up when snow and frost hit the window.
If computers are so smart, why do you need pencil/paper to jot down what we learn?
Young people appear not interested in American history books, only I-phone, etc.
If your 2-3 year old child is crying, get your dog to lick his face,
Certain food carts in Supermarket has seat in front to rest.
Once an NFL player is hit with ball, he should go limp and avoid injury.
Or, one or two tacklers is enough to down ball carrier.
A little Tequila/wine during and after dinner, warms up the relationship.
Or, not to make you sleepy.
Side eggs on a plate goes well with the hamburger sandwich.
Why can't you practice ballroom dancing briefly on carpeted floor?
Smaller tires to get more mileage. You go slower.
Or, you can alternate sizes for the wide open road.
Shaving without an electric razor, with foam, can start your day right, feeling good.
Crash survivors in plane, can find tents in rear. Red, to be seen by rescuers.
Or, sleeping bags to keep you warm in case of crash plane.
Tires can float cars above river, in heavy rain to keep passengers safe?
Or, air bags under roof of car to keep car afloat.
If you want to explore rugged terrain, go with two cars, not one.
Or, walk with two or three people, not alone.
A heavier putting rod, to assure your aim.
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In golf, if you are missing the putt, time to change your style.
The ads for new cars on T.V. or magazines don't stress safety, mostly mileage.
Seniors, make your health a priority, then the activities will be welcome.
When the waterfall in the White mountains is flowing, it should be publicized.
Why must a huge truck tilt when making a turn? Avoid top heavy loading.
Dress and look casual like a man should. No fashionable.
Female glasses wrap around ears, decorative frame like earrings.
If boat sinks, survivors wear warm special shoes to keep sharks away?
Or, your shoes can keep you afloat with life jackets, all warm the better.
Seniors, if tired most of the time, have a small container of oxygen nearby.
Or, a sip of whisky, wine, beer, to give you energy.
Or, chocolate ice cream soda with your meal.
A tee shirt pictures plenty of muscles for men on arms and chest w/clever remark.
Free ads give away everything. Why not a magic soda bottle for Senior energy?
Carry a small, soft tennis ball to exercise fingers and wrists if tremor.
A money clip slips out $20, $10, $5, $1, as you need it.
Two heavy gold rings on both hands for married men.
Or, ladies can do the same with lovely rings on both hands.
A ladies purse if grabbed by a bad guy, should be released instantly.
Or, don't carry a purse. Belt around belly is safer.
An ankle bracelet enhances high-heels.
A beautiful shoe for ladies laced up to the knee with a bow, is suitable.
Or, leather boots up to the knees is very attractive, no matter what she wears.
The word DIOR should spell out on expensive ladies purses.
Important ladies in government do not carry purses to greet dignitaries.
More Jewish women should wear a Jewish star around their neck, socially.
Or, Jewish star worn as earrings.
A small bottle of milk always on kitchen table.
If a lady not married, 25-50 years old, she wears a ring with arrow pointing at you.
A heavy purse can be carried around neck or across to other shoulder....
Dogs can wear Army, Marine insignia around neck, if they served.
Dogs can possible smell human ailments when near a sick person.
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Military pin worn by widow around her neck or wrist.
A ladies dress when sitting should not show too much thigh.
A scarf can be made into a belt for ladies jeans.
Or, men don' t need a belt- just an extra button to clip on.
It's about time that two piece bathing suits returns instead of bikinis.
Fake eyebrows atop eyeglasses for bald men. Funny.
Usually, everyone smiles at each other, nods their heads, in Sun City.
Too- thin ladies legs, it's futile to dress up.
A rescue net hanging over side of cruise ship in case someone falls over.
A new hearing aid for ladies can look pretty, like a flower.
Or, for men a new hearing aid can look fashionable or sporty looking.
If you have a technical, medical problem, use your Smart phones or I-pads.
Or, call emergency number. It' s all available to you.
On motorcycles, the front wheel smaller than back wheel.
Or, to park motorcycle a firmer rod to stand and secure.
Go to your local hardware store, ask questions and get technical answers. Easy.
Or, to add to Senior Moments.
License plate numbers should be larger and bolder.
The passenger on motorcycle should have hand grips, not always around waist.
An electronic snow shovel operates better than you.
Or, an electronic button to remove snow and sleet from car window.
The longer the nose of a new car, the safer for driver.
Or, the front window is very strong, not brittle, to save driver.
Or, larger tires in front of a new car may reduce the impact of an accident.
Keep moving feet around when sitting too long or stand up.
Or, get up and walk around for circulation.
If you know a musician, you can compose clear lyrics to love song.
Vitamin B-12 shots for energy when seeing Doctor, or once a month.
Cushioned 3-5lb. weights for ladies.

IDEAS - MAY 6, 2011
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Small ladies wallet tucked in around waist for J.D. and money.
Men's dickies, many colors fit under open collar.
Men's plain wedding ring with a jewel on top.
Fancy clip tied onto ladies shoelaces, after tied.
A Um:e whed scooter for Seniors.
A wider opening for toilet seats. For personal cleanliness.
A roll of toilet paper under seat in case stuck in traffic.
Light up all condo garages red and green during Xmas time.
A complex liquid spray over smoke when forest fires starts. Smothers.
Transfer heels in men' s shoes if worn out. Left goes to right side.
Tires should be hard and firm. No flats.
Curve balls by professional pitchers are more common today.
Football tackling by 2-3 players. Less injuries. More scoring
Golfers should have option of bigger, heavier balls when putting. Not pros.
Bowling balls could have center line for straight shots. Higher scores.
In NBA, when behind with only minutes to go, keep trying for three pointers.
Tennis ball with less of a bounce, so opponents show more action across net.
Hockey puck a bit larger and heavier so fans can see it amidst action.
Quarterback in NFL has to be protected when sacked. Don' t let him fall.
Lower the pitching mound. Give the batter a break, more hits, more runs.
If a super-power launches an A-bomb, sabotaged bombs may hit our homeland?
Men's shirts, worn long over pants, decorated with different designs.
Aircraft on carrier anchored to the deck until ready to take off.
Senior men don't need "pills" for romantic.
Or, stimulating your lady, stimulates you.
Or, you don't want to offend Senior partner, so good judgment prevails.
Around an aircraft carrier there should be steel rails to prevent men, aircraft sliding off.
A special cloth to clean car windows with no streaks.
Take small pieces of used soap, melt them together in Microwave for new bigger soap.

IDEAS - MAY 10,2011

15,759. Elastic pants/jeans for comfort, if waist size increases.
760. A plastic toothpick can last a long time.
761. Men's belt has to stay straight across, even with fat belly.
762. Have an extra pair of glasses in glove compartment.
763 . Use soft, fealhery eye glass holder in bathroom on shelf.
764. One huge pillow to share with your bed partner.
765. Plastic on bottom of Senior toilet seat says, "Touch here to go faster."
766. Emergency toilet for men/women in car who have to go NOW.
767. The handle of umbrella should be held on top of handle, in windy days.
768. Callus cushion at bottom of feet, tied around large toe.
769. A handle on the roof of car to help lift yourself out.
770. Or, indention to grab atop car door.
771. The Lord is kind to those Seniors who pass away quickly, if in pain.
772. Hebrews should have the equivalent of The Bible in books.
773. Or, large lettering for Senior Hebrews.
774. If men wear open-collar shirts with suits, the button on top is attractive.
775. Soap and water to remove spots on clothing when eating. Try.
776. A check book into cleavage under bra strap. Button shirt or dress.
777. Or, can place credit card thin wallet also next to cleavage.
778. Or, single credit card alone under bra strap.
779. Men can wear female thigh high hose for circulation, under pants.
780. Sunglasses can magnify bottom of reading glasses, trifocals.
781. Or, clip-on sunglasses, as above.
782. Plain eyeglass frames are very proper.
783. Or, no thick frames on sides.
784. Breaking a window in business store to rob, sets off loud alarm.
785. Or, the door has a bolt lock at top and bottom to keep bad guys out.
786. Arthritic gloves to wear to bed.
787. Arthritic socks to wear to bed.
788. A scissor can be for rough cut or thin slice. The stub in center determines this.

IDEAS - MAY 13,2011

15, 789.
790.
791.
792.
793.
794.
795.
796.
797.
798.
799.
800.
801.
802.
803.
804.
805.
806.
807.
808.
809.
810.
811.
812.
813 .
814.
815.
816.
917.
918.
919.

A strong wired brush for toilet elimination, strong on top, weak on bottom.
If an electric hammer, must protect fingers.
Why not 3-4 open wrenches, different sizes in open-end wrench?
In 4-color ladies magazines, why do they show extreme outfits for street wear?
To pry open a nail from wood,
pul.:ket knife pointer to circle head.
Jeweled finger-tip atop classy ladies nail. Small.
A jewel in center of ladies eyeglasses, on the nose piece.
Atop ladies high heel shoes, a 2" decoration running up leg. More comfortable.
Engagement ring along with wedding ring on ladies left finger. Custom made.
A thin skin foam to spray on Senior ladies, socially, to remove wrinkles.
A hug and kiss from romantic partners is enough to show affection.
Add strawberries, blueberries to other fruits for breakfast.
A huge towel as a bathrobe after you step out of shower.
A ladies ring with a small floral design, which can be changed.
Or, ladies high heels can be decorated with snap on jeweled clips.
Ladies long hair parted in center goes well with cleavage.
Ladies wearing a man's cap appropriate with many casual outfits.
A purse not necessary all the time for young ladies wearing jeans. Pockets.
Crayons in child's booklet with illustrations to copy.
A single letter of your husbands name on bottom of wedding ring.
Or, a single letter of wife's name on man's wedding ring.
Twice the thickness of ladies high heels for comfort.
An outdoor fragrance for men/women riding a motorcycle.
Your father and mother together on your necklace. Always together.
If men wear open collar with suits, the top button is ornate like ring, removable.
A man can wear a Polo bracelet, if his shirt/sweater shows Polo design.
Young women/ladies should not appear dressed up, when Super marketing.
Luxury look is the last thing a lady wants to look like, even going with hubby.
A bikini going into the ocean water should be very secure.
Multi-color sunglasses.
A lady can change her looks by changing her hair style.

IDEAS- MAY 17,2011

15, 920.
921.
922.
923.
924.
925.
926.
927.
928.
929.
930.
931.
932.
933.
934.
935.
936.
937.
938.
939.
940.
941.
942.
943.
944.
945.
945.
946.
947.
948.
949.

When school bus stops, students have to be careful crossing street.
Or, when a heavy truck stops and goes, also students have to be careful.
"Hussein," show birth certificate on T-shirt.
A small toilet paper for children.
Security forces in the Mall should be very obvious.
Rice Krispies/corn flakes can be eaten like popcorn.
Young ladies walking home from school, be alert to traffic near the curb.
Magazines in waiting rooms are to be read, not ignored by 1-pad.
When you buy over the counter medicine, consult the pharmacist.
A young sexy-dressed gal among friends, may be a danger to all.
Left-over dinner good for breakfast with orange juice.
Five minutes of exercise, during work, helps work chores.
Check magazines expiration dates to use coupons.
Ladies wearing sport shoes could have their initials on top.
You can get a lot of technical information on phone, if person is not busy.
For ladies: the heavier your purse, the more absurd you look.
Or, a small purse over shoulder can match any outfit.
Kids should not miss breakfast. It's a good start, as every adult knows.
Or, even orange juice with chocolate cookies.
Or, even stuff an apple, orange, pear in backpack to eat on way to school.
A loud siren goes off in both cars before a crash. Alerting everyone.
The bellybutton same color as Bikini,
A spoon to eat pie, not a fork.
Your feminine bracelet matches his manly bracelet.
A 4-color female magazine is deceptive with imprints and pictures. Touched up.
Pizza plate should be shaped like the cut of the pizza.
Seniors know how to kiss with tongue, may lead to intimacy. But then what?
Or, this can lead to a "dinner" relationship.
The smell of alcohol, beer, drugs, in the car should stop engine.
With a world of information, do Seniors need 1-pads, !-phone to learn more?
A man can look stylish injeans, with any type of sport jacket.

IDEAS - MAY 20,2011

15,950.
951.
952.
953 .
954.
955.
956.
957.
958.
959.
960.
961.
962.
963.
964.
965.
966.
967.
968.
969.
970.
971 .
972.
973.
974.
975.
976.
977.
978.
979.

The top button on ladies jeans could be larger and classy. No belt.
Two levels in the structure ofU.S. Navy ships. One level sinks but not the other?
Magnetic, or suction, on top ofladder attaches to bldg. So it won't fall backwards.
Dark colors of paint, on wall, can be can be made to look lighter. New design.
Or, a light brush can change the dark wlor completely.
Lounge chair with arms much higher.
Coffee table in front of sofa can hold favorite items.
Wood screws instead of metal.
Paint the floor of your garage. Can paint and repaint.
A strip of carpet on wall in garage to absorb shock of opening car door.
Portable rubber bumpers, same color of car, sold at auto parts.
A three-wheel bicycle for Seniors. Balanced, safety, exercise.
A Senior taking his walk at night, carry a bullhorn/whistle if he falls.
A large machine shop accepts students to work and learn. Like college.
In exchange for room and board, a college student helps a Senior in the house.
Getting gas at stations, why can't a small pellet be dropped into tank to extend gas?
Men wear different caps to elevate their mood daily.
Or, ladies can do the same or change their hair style.
A little snow falling into the house is great for children to see. For fun.
Or, heat your car when snow is predicted from your house.
Or, front windows clean with heating element.
Instructions should be available to lift car and change tire.
Snow tires essential on icy roads.
After you weigh yourself at home, get off, press a button for yesterdays weight.
A comforter adjusts to your body heat, no sweat when sleeping.
Man and mate drinking sodas at the same time with straws. Looking at each other.
A steel "sweet spot" in center of golf club for longer drives.
Velcro in man' s front/back pocket to secure wallet.
Or, ladies can also Velcro wallet into purse.
How come Veterans don' t wear their bomber jackets more often?
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IDEAS - JUNE 3, 2011

15,980. A subway strap in front of every car door, on inside, to get in and out.
981. A fat-reducing belt for men with fat bellies. Firm. Melts flab.
982. When you say Good Night to lady friend, give her a flower for her pillow.
983. The older you get, the more convinced you'll meet your deceased spouse in Heaven.
984. A magical dust remover in living room by just tw·ning on machine, like purifier.
985. Seniors, always have a blanket nearby if you sit at home for comfort.
986. Your GPS should show you heavy traffic ahead.
987. Make sure when you seat yourself in office chair, that it does not slip back.
988. A small violin and a portable piano on the floor for a child to play with.
989. Two cars parked next to each other, lock in magnetically, & can't be moved, stolen.
990. How can we promote the word Hebrew instead of Jew? Less thought anti-Semitism.
991 . Spray the back wheels of your car if ice on road, to prevent slipping.
992. A heart in center of ladies watch.
993. Protect your head, chest and private parts when riding bike, motorcycle.
994. "Press here for flash" printed on camera.
995. You can slip a spring on back of sneakers to walk easier. Easy to remove.
996. A seat cushion in car which heats up or cools driver.
997. Ladies fancy boots can fold over for different look.
998. All dance halls should have shoe enlargers.
999. Shoe laces should have different colors each side.
16,000. Portable, arch wooden back support, about 4" tall, to stretch your back before sleep
01. Run a package of hotdogs thru meat grinder, then add lots of beans.
02. T.V. commercials are so confusing, you don't know the product.
03. A lamp next to your favorite chair emits light and purifies air.
04. Artificial fingers should be used for electric blade.
05. Give phony money to robber at bank or business.
06. If you are on the floor during bank robbery, dial911 and say "Robbery".
07. IfNFL player is injured, he doesn't want to leave game, maybe losing his career.
08. Disabled people, not just veterans, may appreciate my book, "Rejected."
09. Instead of reading complicated menu, ask "What's the special to night?"
10. If men have to carry a shoulder bag, there's room for a gun inside .
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IDEAS - JUNE 10,2011

16,011.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

A battery tester sold with battel)t
Bicycle rides should have directional lights when making a turn.
Shoe stretcher, width, should also extend length.
Unscrew a scissors for a knife/razor blade. One screw holds both.
Your one favorite band/singer recording 10-12 numbers is all you need in car.
Every home should have a generator if energy crisis strikes.
Or, a powerful portable radio.
You can learn to play Bridge, poker, shoot dice by yourself with a Blackberry.
Snow tires for icy roads should be easy to apply.
A electronic magnetism adheres to parked cars, so one can't be stolen or robbed.
A sticky spray on rear wheels if roads are snowy, icy.
Office chairs with five wheels can slide back. Be careful sitting down.
Or, kitchen seat with three wheels, again sitting down.
A Hispanic child can learn English watching comics on T.V. with sub-titles.
Children can play with small cars, boats, planes on the floor.
A map of the World for teenagers on table placemats.
Golf for Seniors. Special course. Nine holes. Larger cup, larger ball.
A prong to lift Seniors off 4" toilet seat.
Seniors don' t have to worry about angles putting on golf course. The hole is angled.
Or, you have to anticipate the slopes, angles, terrain.
Or, ball magnetized to metal cup. Not for pros.
Nazis verses Alliel, North verses South, on Chess set.
For ten year old in home: small aircraft, choppers to land on aircraft carrier.
For car visor, another inch or two tinted.
Break off legally with your children if over 50 years and causing you trouble.
A song about Creativity.
Top of paper cup can be extended inward to prevent spilling. Yet place to sip drink.
Socks cut in half to wear on toes in winter time, under regular socks.
A Jewish star worn as necklace with the word Hebrew printed across.
Certain exercises to eliminate headaches, depression, by circulating blood to brain.
Or, Bio-feedback to bring blood to the brain.
Or, Rx. Medicine for sleep and hopefully rest and pleasant dreams.

IDEAS - JUNE 14, 2011

16,043 .
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Shoes and life preservers to repel sharks, if boat sinks and you are in water.
A zipper in front or back of tall cowboy boots.
Different color tongue on sneakers.
Or, different color shoe laces on each foot. For children or teenage girls.
A 6"to 8" copper statue of your loving deceased, near your favorite chair.
Or, even in bed under your pillow, or on a night stand.
Backing up in car, a loud horn must be heard.
The fenders of new cars should bend a little if a slight bump occurs.
Both a Hebrew star and Christ cross together on one necklace to show peace.
A paper illustration on lug wrench to show how to lift car, if you get a flat.
Nuts, chocolate raisons, glass of water in your favorite chair.
Before you buy a new car, drive it many times, learning new instruments.
Or, go to different dealers selling the same car.
In hot sun, if wheel of car is heated, use gloves from glove compartment.
Seniors over seventy should not buy new cars. Too confusing.
Or, take home an illustration of new dash board. Study it.
A 3-wheel bike for Seniors. Easier to handle.
How could an expensive purse advertise in mags., make a woman happy carrying it.
Why don't we have real bumpers on new cars?
Or, side mirror flashes to warn driver of impending side crash.
If car goes out of it's lane, side mirror also warns driver.
Crashes can be avoided, if driver is sober and eyes are on the road.
The word Bikini printed on men's swim shorts.
The trim electric razor, to keep beard subtle, should emit a fragrance.
If plane about to crash, the wings inflate for safe landing.
Or, the rudder at the back of the plane also inflates to glide to safe landing.
Or, the tires drop further down for a safer landing.
Could there be a small sensor on wheel of car, if impending crash?
Start your cars with less power. It burns too much gas.
Or, learn to use less engine cylinders starting your car.
Backing up in the Mall parking lot can cause a bump. Backup slowly.
An air bag, to protect driver on inside door.
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IDEAS - JUNE 17, 2011

16,075.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

Look very carefully when changing lanes in a car. Click green signal at least 3X.
Or, beating the amber light to go through red light is a major driver fault.
When parking in huge medical complex, GPS should show Suite Number.
Back wheels of a new car turn slower, to avoid skidding on icy roads.
If a small plane is about to crash, tail or rudder hits ground first?
Amber light becomes pink before red.
Or, flashing pink light also alerts driver.
Or, amber light says STOP before turning red.
A bumper on side of a car in case hit by other driver moving out of his lane.
A new cap on soda/beer/water bottle can be restored and saved.
If soda bottle claims no calories, the taste has to be minimal.
A hand-free phone connection in the car, is still disruptive driving.
Two large paper clips, attached together, can hold at least 50 papers together.
A scoop to slide outside mail at post office, so mail don't fall down.
In restaurants, Blackberry C-phones to see what you are getting on menu.
Maybe it's your dreams that make you get out of bed to urinate.
Almonds should be broken into small pieces for Seniors to enjoy. No broken teeth.
A single passenger in back seat should sit in center for crash safety.
The doors have to protect driver and passengers.
Or, A steel bar in middle of doors.
Or, A steel plate between engine and driver in case of a crash.
Or, Inside the car the top could release air bags to protect head and feet.
If jeans are so expensive, they don't need a belt.
Or, the jeans can stretch or tighten as needed.
Why not small robot airplanes over the Mexican border to detect illegals?
An area on NBA basketball court to keep sneakers dry.
If you have the money, a unique grave site prepared, so the children not involved.
A critical 3-point shot at end of the game, should be 4-points.
Freedom of choice in Dr. waiting room, no 1-pads with games. Read magazines.
Cigars in mouth just for show. No inhale/exhale smoke.
Or, this is the way to stop smoking cigarettes.

IDEAS - JUNE 21, 2011

16,106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128,
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

Ride up spiral stairway on movable seat, and then you can walk down.
There should be a Viagra pill for Seniors over 80. Half pill would work.
Have an alphabet list on front door. When guests come, print their names. Welcome.
Or, you could have music singing their names, Welcome!
Or, lettering lights up at night.
Solitude can help depression, away from people who bothered him.
Women dress for women. Men hardly notice.
Seniors need less friends at 80 years old. He thinks of his health, errands, family, etc.
How come so many ads on T.V. and radio are about medicine?
How to make backpack for GI's getting off chopper, doing their chores?
ATM's outside banks should be in sort of a closet, to block viewers.
The longer the leaJh, the less strain on the dog.
Choose stronger tires when it's time to change for your car.
A purse shaped like a basketball or football.
A shower can refresh your mind. Feels good at beginning, better at end.
The red dial on a scale, hits your weight which turns red.
New sexy tips and surprises are not new. You have been thinking about them for years.
Or, for Seniors over 90, sex can be different and creative, pleasure.
Ladies hair does not shine, no matter how many products she buys.
Or, a shower will lighten her hair.
Ladies, a panty not necessary to change for every day chores.
Massaging your ears can affect the rest of your body.
Or, the top of the ear affects the bottom of body. The bottom, affect the top of the body.
To reduce backaches, lay in bed crossing one knee over the other.
Ladies mags. should not encourage porn stars and money. Young readers will get ideas.
Give teenagers chores in house. Reward them going to McDonald' s.
Make your gravesite unique. "We are in heaven" printed.
Why leave all your money to children? Help other people, go on cruises, dance.
When ladies are not wearing panties, she is ready for you.
Have your favorite song play when stop for red light.
On tee-shirt for older men: no C-phones, no 1-pads, no games, "I'm free."

IDEAS - JUNE 24, 2011

7

16,137. If the deceased slept on his side or her side, bury them on their sides in the casket.
138. Seeing 10-12 yr. old using C-phone or games in waiting rooms is a waste of time.
139. Starbucks coffee in a bottle can be bought for $1., $2. In a Supermarket.
140. Or, A similar coffee drink at McDonald's.
141. Or, in a bicycle, a holder between handles for hot coffee or bottle of water.
142. A women's purse is like a security blanket, as if they were a child.
143. Can you divorce your children in your Will? If they don't listen to you in later years.
144. The belly button should be covered with Bikini material.
145. You can't go wrong when using Vaseline, whatever or whenever on bruise.
146. Bandages carried loosely at bottom of purse.
147. Or, men can carry them at bottom of hankie pocket.
148. There should be alternate shapes to forks . Bent more inward or 6-prongs.
149. A teaspoon of honey stirred in your glass of water could be a treat.
150. Or, honey is very healthy for you.
151. Sex is not important for those over 90. Thank goodness! Oh, yeah?
152. The buckle over ladies jeans is a big feature.
153. Lady friends are more important to her than a husband with his friends.
154. Ladies driving alone at night, and it stalls, should carry C-phone or stun gun.
155. Or, ladies showing pictures of self in Face book/Twitter is risky.
156. Raisinets, other than chocolate cover, should be colored red, blue, green etc.
157. When you return food cart outside to rack, there are coupons for you.
158. A 1-pod carried by males who don't know steps on dance floor, can learn steps.
159. An air pump at bottom of school boy backpack, lightens the load.
160. Or, a technical man can also carry a back pack, with a pump, and lunch.
161. Or, a sandwich in husbands back pack says, "I love you, honey."
162. Seniors can go out with the girls once in a while for lunch, to socialize.
163. A large sweet potato cut in small pieces can make a sandwich.
164. The cufflinks with a man's open collar with suit, is appropriate.
165. Small chocolate tidbits with small nuts in center of chocolate bar.
166. Or, chocolates to eat and enjoy. Any time and every time.
167. An easy quick breakfast of scrambled eggs in a hot dog bun.

IDEAS - JUNE 28, 2011

16,168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
I 93.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.

When tires get worn and may cause a flat a red color on tires appears.
A fireman' s outfit should not catch fire.
Or, the blaze from a fire is rejected by what the firemen wears.
A nap for Seniors is very important.
There should be a small emergency battery under and attached to hood.
Firemen who catch on fire in a home should be able to communicate with buddies.
Play ball with your kids. Both exercise.
If a big transport plane about to crash into the ocean, level off, float until ships arrive.
Or, the black box should be recovered on open door, signaling the raft its on.
Or, more than a floating black box for rescuers to find out why the crash.
Seniors should have an opportunity to learn I-pads, smart phones, etc.
Technology is so advanced today, Seniors can learn easier with latest gadgets.
All boats near a plane crash notified to help passengers. SOS or May Day.
Driving a car is risky. You have to be alert at all times.
At a red light, or stop sign, your mind can' t be diverted to go ahead.
A special bar of medical soap to wash your face thoroughly.
Maybe the rudder of crash plane can be detached for passengers with life rafts?
Or, life rafts aboard the plane available for passengers with life preservers.
A plier with open jaw, double the grasp.
When you maintain street-sign speeds, the less gas you use.
Or, a 4 cylinder engine, if you travel only in you area, also saves gas.
Laugh: $1. Gas station, like $1. Store.
Or, drop a chemical pill inside half a tank of gas to operate engine like full tank?
Two box springs mattresses atop one another for sleep.
Or, if your back bothers you, why not try the above?
New passengers life preservers can beam signals to rescue ships.
A hand brake on driver's wheel also. Not just for handicapped driver.
With high prices of gas, 2 gallons free when you fill up.
GI backpacks should be made lighter with hand pump adding air to rim. Lighter.
Just one propeller on chopper can keep plane aloft for safer landing?
Hold the toilet lever down for a few seconds, if heavy evacuation.
A tooth brush with bristles on both sides. Different depths. Can use both sides.
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IDEAS JULY 13,2011

16,200.
201.
202.
203 .
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211 .
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.

A nail clipper for feet turns red if hitting skin and not the nail. No bleeding.
If toe nails look bad, apply Vaseline.
An uncomfortable dream can wake you up. Insignificant. Go back to sleep.
Waking up to urinate may be a pleasure. Feel, think happy thoughts, go back to sleep.
A rubber cap on liquid medicine. Easier to open and close.
The smaller the earring, the more attractive ladies face to look at.
The blanket covering you at night, can have magnets to restore sheets back to normal.
Finger nail polish on all ladies is a must.
Leftover dinner can be enjoyed next morning for breakfast.
The stitches on a baseball should extend a bit for pitchers to get tricky.
Or, the baseball bat could hit the ball further.
The path to a home pool is sensitive to weight of a child alone &sets off an alarm.
Those who provoke divorce should get less money.
Or, a cheater like Tiger Woods should get nothing.
A window shutter shows a design. Floral pictures up or down.
Or, a skylight can show a rainbow in the kitchen.
Modernize your bath tub with grasp handles and swivel seat.
Or, swivel seat also holds more than one soap.
Or, If soap falls on floor, let it be.
An automatic scooter to do your shopping in Sun City. Fake lock.
Printed on every cigarette is a warning.
Whatever ladies wear look good. They know how.
Or, a man's baseball cap looks good on all ladies.
"No makeup" on ladies T-shirt.
Or, ladies when they hit 80, can let you know.
Or, older ladies can wear streaks of darker colors in their grey hair.
A purse, square and heavy like a book, labeled "The Bible."
Eyebrows, so unimportant for men, so critical for women.
Or, ladies can darken their eyebrows for dramatic look.
The back of a workbench chair automatically comforts your back.
Light or dark whiskers on men show they are manly.

IDEAS - JULY 15,2011

16,231. Men' s suit jackets should be square in the back, not tilted up or down.
232. Spontaneous sex with your mate can make you both happy.
233. Or, married couples get along better with lots of sex.
234. Coffee cups thicker both on top and bottom. No spills.
235. Soup in a large drinking cup.
236. Use two spoons with meals. Small and larger, with fork and knife.
237. Immediately, write down your great idea before you forget, and it's gone.
238. Seniors in nursing home should have a handyman room. To develop ideas.
239. A tire guaranteed not to flat.
240. The name on the tire is printed in white, the closer the tire to printing needs air.
241. An interpreter should explain Pres. Obama' s remarks on teleprompter.
242. A 15-minute T.V. program every day explaining what Obama did all day.
243. Or, a good news only T.V. program.
244. Entering a state park, cars should be checked for a bucket of dirt to put out fire.
245. Or, a small match which starts a small fire, throw into the fire and it burns out.
246. Or, now you throw the bucket of dirt and carefully makes sure the fire is out.
247. A portable ladder, or strong rope, in three story home.
248. As soon as smoke is seen, a special fire-proof stairway to go to.
249. Or, stairways should have large exhaust fans to eliminate smoke.
250. Why must a home fire flare higher and higher, not side by side?
251. Or, retardants on walls in all homes and businesses.
252. Video games are a waste of time. Magazines, newspapers are more educational.
253. Or, young people using Smart phones/Blackberry are foolish.
254. Why not two tires for Seniors in front of bicycle?
255. A special T.V. fire program which shows how to break windows and escape home fire.
256. Or, a baseball bat to break windows but show how to avoid being cut.
257. Or, wrap a towel or cloth around your hands.
258. You hire a mechanic when you buy a used car, to tell you true mileage.
259. A male voice on phone to answer questions.
260. Or, most female voices are weak and difficult to understand.
261. When you float down the Grand Canyon, you want to feel the rapids.

IDEAS - JULY 19,2011

16,262. Also in a match there is a retardant to lower flame, reduce spread of fire.
263. A flat stove burns strong after 3-4 minutes. It should tum off by its self.
264. Or, make sure the light is turned off.
265. A power-light, generator, to plug in when all lights fail.
266. The larger the scissor, the stronger the blade. Not for paper cutting.
267. Color coding on the handles of a scissor shows how strong it is.
268. With pencil, give a child a simple math problem, see if he or she responds.
269. Device to squeeze an apple softer to eat.
270. Or, cut so very thin slices to enjoy and easy to eat. Even in bed.
271. Or, apples skin scraper to remove tough skin.
272. A variety catalog like Dr. Leonard, says on cover, "All products made in U.S.A."
273. Special device put into purse, if stolen, destroys all contents.
274. The wallet in man's side pocket held by Velcro.
275. Or, ladies thin wallet in bra. Shirt/dress button opens easily.
276. The device to put in shoes/dancing shoes to stretch sides and front toes.
277. A bow tie instead of men's open collar.
278. Press the top of fountain pen a few times, and it prints darker.
279. A small light over your keyboard.
280. A skylight in kitchen shows stars at night.
281. A red tennis ball to see bouncing ball better.
282. An anti-Viagra pill to reduce size of erection.
283. Joggers at night should wear a cap that throws off light.
284. Blonde hair and combined with dark hair, short, very attractive for ladies.
285. The threads on stairways should be different color and design.
286. A dust pan can be extended as needed in home.
287. A color spot on your pillow, favorite spot for nose or mouth for sleep.
288. A magnifying sheet to fit in fold of Yellow Pages or book.
289. Velcro to hold bed sheets together. Easy to re-set in the morning.
290. A wrist wrap, heavy to reduce hand tremor while eating.
291. Order pizza by phone, telling merchant how many people to feed.
292. For Seniors, a tribute to their parents and past on desk wall always in front of them.

IDEAS - JULY 22,2011

16,293.
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Add a layer above arch support in shoes for various comforts.
A book dictionary with letters A-Z sticking out, to get started.
Or, your Blackberry can spell the word correctly.
In warm weather, remember to open windows at night for sleep.
Time for a new comb in your bathroom.
Men, avoid going bald, water your hair and massage scalp every A.M.
Ladies, your car keys and credit cards should be on you, not in your purse.
Yellow smiling face pasted on favorite electric outlets. Just for fun,
Arch eyebrows, dimples, and lipstick are a natural for any lady.
Seniors should see their dentist two to three times a year.
A huge purse for a lady to carry makes her look foolish.
You can be in Heaven with your deceased, if mortuary has a room for Heavenly bliss.
Touching floor with your fingers while on toilet, makes you go faster.
A stain removal glove, bleach free, fresh on clothes, carpets, etc.
A Monkey glue, works as good as Gorilla, but cheaper.
The word, Bio-feedback on comforter, on face, to reduce migraines.
Drink Campbell's soup like hot coffee in car. Just liquid soup. No vegetables.
The word Hebrew should be used more often instead of Jew, on radio and T.V.
If your favorite program turns bad, call the station and let them know.
Or, in the middle of a show, like the Oscars, they ask your opinion.
If meat cuts tough and hard to eat, use a roller to tenderize it.
If a couple fool around and get involved, it could lead to joy or grief. Wow.
Double-sided Velcro can be used for a variety of uses.
Or, top of back of shoes, the Velcro makes it fit better.
Funeral homes should give survivors a wooden poem of love to place on wall in home.
A small picture of deceased love on a pendent, for ladies.
Toilet rim brush to remove stains should be made ofhard rock bristles.
Or, use urinated water.
Keep your eye/car on same spot on wall when parking in home garage.
An extra small fire extinguisher next to stove.

IDEAS - JULY 26, 2011
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A Rollator/walker pressed together like a cane. Frees one hand.
The color of a home thermometer turns red when over 98.6.
The word Kosher on hot dogs.
Spoons should be deeper when used for soup.
Release button on man's belt when driving car, for comfort.
A rolled-up sun glass convenient to have in car, for driving.
A built-in pad for men's shorts. For uneasy urination.
In an emergency, if man/woman has to go and stalls are full, go in other toilet.
"Xmas tree " to clean teeth is smaller and firmer, as good as floss.
Floss wrapped around a wooden toothpick. Easily restored when finished.
Anything is possible if you have the mind and strength to pursue it.
A hand grip, horizontal, for forks.
Joe Zweben, from S. C., saved "Your Hit Parade Songs," now available at Bell Library.
Ladies leaving Mall at night, can wear stun guns for protection.
Or, fight back and yell.
If you sense danger and pulse rate goes up, panic button around neck sets off alarm.
Gun in bedroom to ward off attack.
Or, keep doors locked. Sets off alarm if broken into.
Or, alarm installed all around home to play it safe.
G-d will protect you and family, if you protect yourself.
If sunglasses make you sweat, you are alert to danger and cautious.
Peep holes in front door magnified.
A peeler to remove apple skin, easier to eat.
An angle funnel mail drop-in outside post office box.
Back ofladies sneakers dressy as front.
Women have to dress-up where ever they go. Even selecting the right purse.
Men can keep coupons under their cap while shopping.
Women have to be aware of the purse they carry, and how safe it is.
Crossword spelling computer box. Type in your word and you get options.
If you can get a smile of pleasure when you serve the right dish, it is fun.
Pain relief gel, then apply heat, may be helpful.
What happens to bank deposits if earthquake, bombing, or Tsunami?

IDEAS -JULY 29, 2011

16,355. Rear view mirrors on motorcycle should be larger.
356. Or, seat belt should strap you in, not go flying.
357. Or, if no seat belts, this a must.
358. When parking in same spot in garage, if tires are low it shows on dash.
359. A white circle around tires, so you can see if your car needs air.
360. Knee pads for bicyclist.
361. What good is more horse power in a new car, when safety is foremost.
362. Why so many lights front and back in new cars?
363. Or, rubber bumpers all around new cars are more practical.
364. The insignia in front and back of new cars, should be bolder and larger.
365. Dead battery can be stimulated by wires from hood of car. A small recharger.
366. The air in tires should last longer on open roads.
367. Or, the bigger the new tires on cars, the better.
368. American flags on boats made of buoyant rubber, to help victims in water.
369. Once a liquor/wine bottle has been open, it can be capped by soda bottle cap.
370. GPS in cars should also tell you local restaurants.
371. Show a bit of anger when you call a merchant, leave message, hope they respond.
372. Auto racing mechanics are good sources of technical information.
373. A scanning device to hear all managers in all sports games.
374. If helicopter is hit by gun fire, pilot can switch to Emergency motor and fly.
375. Bigger tires on helicopters if have to land in snow or brush.
376. License plates should be wider and numerals larger and bolder.
377. Or, the lights showing the plates should be stronger.
378. A head-on car crash should shield passengers with air bags from car ceiling.
379. Or, back passengers protected by inflated front seats.
380. The fumes from a car could be dissipated by a liquid box under car. Less pollution.
381. When wine/liquor only an inch left, you can add water.
382. A tie clip second and third buttons down. Not on collar.
383. New suit pants can be made thinner or wider.
384. Be repugnant when you have to leave a message and merchant is "at a meeting."

IDEAS - AUGUST 2, 2011

16,385. White open collar with blue shirt wearing a suit, should have white buttons.
386. The top lace of man's work boots is narrower for easier bow tie.
387. Double tires in back ofSUV van? Slower, safer. Less chance ofblowout.
388. Belly button on Bikini wear, made to look like an eye with eyebrows.
389. A steam shower head for men/women leaving shower. Helps them dry up.
390. Why don't they have bottle caps on wine bottles?
391. A cooler backpack for kids in summer time.
392. Trench coats with extra pockets at chest.
393. Keep record of switching tires, front to back, and mileage.
394. Large sign in back of motorcycle, "Be Careful."
395. Lower the beams of your headlights, to reduce glare at oncoming cars.
396. Have to feel confident, secure in car as you drive, watching cars all around you.
397. A large spoon for eating heavy soup or breakfast cereal.
398. Riding a bike is a good idea. If you get a flat you can always walk home/gas station.
399. Or, it could be dangerous in traffic, if can't walk on sidewalk.
400. Or, double tires on front and back.
401. Velcro in back of men's heel on the top inside.
402. If bike stalls on way to work, you can hook the bike in back of car, from friendly car.
403. A stronger handle on umbrella and the width is wider.
404. A single ladder must not fall backward. Bottom legs secure.
405. Contact blind groups who can see a little and be creative.
406. A classy knit/silk shirt for men could have your name on pocket.
407. Or, sleeves which can be doubled up to elbow or down to wrist.
408. Add a pick to versatile thin knives, which holds assortment of tools.
409. Rubber/nylon bumpers in both cars who hit, no damage.
410. At every stoplight, while you are waiting, you can look around and be creative.
411. A black wedding ring for men who are divorced.
412. A honeymoon pair of cigars. just for the occasion. Sweet taste, no smoke.
413. A Honda watch given with new car. Reminds driver for oil change, tires, etc.
414 Man's watch for fishermen in water/raft, a beacon to alert rescuers.
415. Or, the raft to rescue survivors with beacon and signals to alert rescuers.

